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The Inspiratorium is the first intermedia history of the arts, media and innovation. It is a personal collection of in-
novative artefacts, drawn from the histories of all the media arts (photography, painting, installation, animation, 
film, graphics, commercial art, music, theatre, dance, literature, poetry, fashion and costume, computer-based art, 
etc); from the innovations in media form and content, and from the scientific discoveries and critical theories that 
underpin such innovation - the emerging theories of art, photography, film, new media,  etc, and the core theories 
of perception, colour, cognition, consciousness, psychology, physics, computer science etc.The Inspiratorium  also 
includes the people who personify the zeitgeist of the periods covered - the artists, designers, stars, celebrities, char-
acters, entrepreneurs and impresarios of the ages. It is designed as an exhibition to  immerse, inform, guide, inspire, 
catalyse,  and contextualise.
In short its the place to come for inspiration, no matter what your discipline.
It is designed to be an immersive and chronological guide or back-story of the media-arts-innovation environment/
ecology we find ourselves in our multimedia, networked, computer-mediated 21st century. Its the back-story of our 
times. When exhibited, I envisage about 1000 discrete artefacts displayed as individual plaques. LCD screens, projec-
tions, that are arranged chronologically. The Inspiratorium also encourages participation - visitors can suggest arte-
facts for inclusion.
All the in-copyright images displayed are used under section 10 of the 1998 Copyright Act - ie in the spirit of 
fair use as an educational tool for students of all ages...
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The Inspiratorium - an intermedia history of media-art and innovation by Bob Cotton



Paul Philipdor + Étienne-Gaspard Robert (aka Robertson): Phantasmagoria 1801. Philipdor had begun 
these shows in 1797, at the height of the Gothic Romantic revival known as Gothic Horror (began in 
1764 with Walpole’s Castle of Otranto). These shows combined seances, magical tricks, optical il-
lusions, and importantly magic lantern projections. Semi-transparent theatrical gauze was stretched 
over the front of the stage, allowing slides and shapes to be projected in front of stage actors 
and props. The magic lanterns could be rolled forward and backwards to create ‘zoom’ effects, and 
smoke, mirrors, fireworks and other stage effects could add to the dramatic impact. Robert would 
also use smoke to blur the projected images, and use a rapid-slide movement to create the illusion 
of moving images on the stage/projection screen. That these dramas were successful in frightening 
his audience Robert claimed: “I am only satisfied if my spectators, shivering and shuddering, raise 
their hands or cover their eyes out of fear of ghosts and devils dashing towards them.” Philipdor 
ran a Phantasmagoria in London at the Lyceum from 1801, and like Robert’s Paris show, it was a huge 
success. Marina Warner traces the influence of the spirit on media in her Phantasmagoria (2012)



Thomas Wedgwood: “An Account of a Method of Copying Paintings upon Glass, and of Making Profiles, 
by the Agency of Light upon Nitrate of Silver. Invented by T. Wedgwood, Esq.” 1802. This paper, 
co-written by the chemist Humphrey Davy, is the core account of Wedgwood’s experiments in what was 
to become known as ‘photography’ (christened by Julia Margaret Cameron’s friend John Herschel in 
1839).Davy and Wedgwood completely describe the process of making an image on a photo-sensitive 
substrate (Wedgwood used leather coated with silver nitrate, as well as ceramic and paper), but in 
all his experiments since the 1790s he had found no way to fix the resulting image, which faded rap-
idly in daylight. The polymathic John Herschel was to solve the problem of ‘fixing’ the photo-image 
in 1820, proposing hyposulphite of soda and silver, but until then Wedgwood’s research acted as an 
inspirational beacon for chemists, predating the work of Niepce, Daguerre and Fox Talbot by twenty 
years or so. Thus the seeds of photography were sowed right at the beginning of the 19th century. 
The important later discoveries (principally by Daguerre and Fox Talbot in 1839), began the modern 
image-mediated age where we see (and take) billions of images in our lifetimes.



Utamaro Kitagawa: Laughing Tippler volume 3, 1803. (portrait of Utamaro from the film Utamaro and 
His Five Women by Kenji Mizoguchi (1947). Utamaro was an artist specialising in woodblock prints 
for the popular (mass) market, and further specialising in portraits and images of women, perhaps 
especially women engaged in the ‘floating world’ of the Tokyo pleasure districts - the tea-rooms, 
brothels, theatres and restaurants. This choice of subject matter resulted in this genre and pe-
riod of woodblock prints (1760-1810) becoming known as Ukiyo-e (pictures of the floating world). The 
popular media of this time included the kabuki playbook (illustrated book accompanying a theatri-
cal production), and the kibyōshi (adult comic) as well as single standalone prints (yakusha-e) 
generally featuring portraits of famous actors and ‘celebrities’ of the floating world. The impact 
of these beautiful, and often sensationally erotic and pornographic, popular art prints on West-
ern Europe when they began to arrive around the 1850s (they were often used as wrapping paper for 
delicate ceramics) was stunning - an alternative point of view - literally a different perspective, 
made a huge impact on artists struggling with the impact of photography - see especially the work 
of James McNeill Whistler, and the illustrator Aubrey Beardsley.



Benjamin West: The ‘Improved Camera Obscura’ 1819 + William Hyde Wollaston: The Camera Lucida 1807.
Here are the two drawing machines that superceded the 18th century Shadowgraph. One, the Camera 
Obscura, is the revival of an age-old idea (the pin-hole camera) and is repackaged and productiv-
ised here by Benjamin West as a highly portable drawing aid, to be used in the salon and the with-
drawing room (above left). Light rays reflected from a sitter are captured by the lens and projected 
onto a shielded frosted-glass screen, so that by laying thin paper on the screen, the image of the 
sitter can be accurately traced. Larger versions (centre above) had been built in gardens and parks 
in the previous century, but here we have a more accessible camera obscura. The second device is 
Wollaston’s Camera Lucida, a clever drawing aid that enabled the artist to see a virtual image of 
the sitter or the scene through one eye, while drawing normally, using the lucida image as a guide 
- a bit like the modern augmented reality technology, which superimposes a virtual (usually com-
puter-generated) image over our normal sight, by means of a monocular screen like Google Glasses. 
The artist David Hockney has made an in-depth study of how artists from the Renaissance onwards may 
have used convex mirrors and other optical devices - including the 19th century camera lucida - to 
aid their drawing. He cites Van Eyck’s The Arnolfini Wedding in this thesis, and pays especial at-
tention to Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres and his likely use of the camera lucida in his later por-
trait drawings. See David Hockney: Secret Knowledge: Rediscovering the lost techniques of the Old 
Masters (2001).



Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley: Frankenstein or The Modern Prometheus 1818. In 1816, the 17 year-old 
Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin is travelling in Switzerland with her husband-to-be the poet Percy Byshe 
Shelley and their friends Lord Byron and John Polidari, (the writer of the first vampire story: The 
Vampyre 1819). They invent a competition as to who can write the best gothic horror story. Mary, 
inspired by the ideas and experiments of Luigi Galvani (who in the 1780s had conducted experiments 
on animal electricity, demonstrating how a dead frog’s legs could be made to twitch by applying 
an electric current), dreams about a scientist who creates a living creature and is horrified by 
his success. With this story, published in 1818, Mary creates the abiding myth of the ‘modern pro-
metheus’ which has resonated through the popular media of the last 200 years, inspiring dozens of 
books, films, television shows, and comics. Considered by many to be evidence of a reaction to the 
progress of science and technology in the Industrial Revolution, Shelley’s idea of a man-made being 
has echoes in our own century, as we enter into an age characterised by AI, cyborgs and robots.



Louis-Jacques-Mandé Daguerre: Diorama 1822. With the Diorama, Daguerre extended the idea of the 
simple panorama - the ‘wide-screen’ panoramic painting - into a new audio-visually immersive theat-
rical medium that by the mid-century had caused special Diorama round theatres to be built in major 
cities all over the Western world. Into these diorama theatres, in which audiences sat in a central 
podium, surrounded by a huge canvas backdrop painted with scenes of battles, views of famous land-
marks, events, and cities. New canvases would appear monthly, be hung on special rails and perfor-
mances would begin. A scripted voice-over commentary, sound effects, music, fireworks, smoke and 
thunder flashes would be used to dramatise the narrative suggested by the painted backdrop, parts of 
which could be illuminated serially by Argand oil lamps (1780), then by gaslight and by the end of 
the century electric light. This was one of the 19th century beginnings of audio-visual theatrical 
entertainment, mediated by pictures and sound, priming audiences for what would become in the early 
20th century: the Cinema. By the 1990s digital simulations of 360-degree panoramas had arrived in 
the form of Apple’s Quicktime VR and stereoscopic look-anywhere Virtual Reality helmets...



Laurence Sterne: The Life and Adventures of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman 1832. At first glance you 
think this is going to be a fictional biography in the 18th century style of Henry Fielding’s The 
History of Tom Jones, a Foundling (1749); but you soon realise that Tristram Shandy is an entirely 
different (perhaps unique) literary tour de force. Sterne’s central character narrates the story 
of his life, but the book is characterised by his many contextual notes, narrative digressions, 
elongated explanations and diversions, (such that he does not get round to describing the circum-
stances of his birth until volume 3!). The book is also a multi-media exercise - with original il-
lustrations by George Cruikshank, with typographical tricks, blank pages, sections in Latin, philo-
sophical asides, narrative graphic maps, entirely black pages, gothic black typefaces, sections in 
French, (etc, etc). In other words this is a fantastically modern novel - non-linear, mixed media 
- in every way a precedent for the experiments in hyper-text fiction in the 1980s and 1990s - as Jay 
David Bolter and others have pointed out (Bolter: Writing Space: Computers, Hypertext, and the Re-
mediation of Print 2001), and see Katherine Hayles: Writing Machines (2002)...



Simon von Stampfer: Stroboscope (aka Stampfer Disc, Zoetrope etc) 1832. Here it is - the first de-
vice ever to show moving images! You peered through the top-most slit as you cranked the strobo-
scopic discs around and round, creating an illusion of movement as the images on the disc animated 
through the Stroboscope. In this era of ‘generalism’, when Salonière’s expected a broad range of 
scientific and artistic/literary knowledge from their guests, Stampfer qualified perfectly - he was a 
mathematician, physicist and astronomer, and his experience of telescope lenses led on to a study 
of optical illusions, and thus to the stroboscopic disc or Zoetrope. There was a proliferation of 
optical toys of this kind throughout the 19th century (including John Ayrton Paris’ Thaumatrope 
(1824), Plateau’s Phenakistiscope 1832, the Chromatrope (1830), Moving Panoramas (1855), Beales’ 
Choreutoscope (1866), Duboscq’s Grimatiscope (1870), and on to Emile Reynaud’s Theatre Optique 
(1887), and the experiments of Muybridge, Le Prince, Lumiere and Edison in the fin de siecle. The 
idea of moving-picture-based home entertainments was created by these optical-toy pioneers...



Charles Babbage: The Difference Engine 1833. There is an interesting coincidence in that the origin 
of some of the core media technologies of the 20th/21st century emerged in the decade 1830-40. Pho-
tography (Daguerre, Niepce and Fox Talbot), the electric telegraph (Samuel Morse and Charles Wheat-
stone), computing (Charles Babbage. Ada Lovelace)can all trace roots to this decade. And it is the 
decade that saw the publication of Laurence Sterne’s Tristam Shandy (a modernist, non-linear, mul-
timedia novel), von Stampfer’s stroboscopic animations, Charles Dickens novel serialisations, and 
Wheatstone’s Stereoscope. Of course, Babbage’s invention of the Difference Engine was a brilliant 
iteration of a mechanical calculator rather than the beginning of modern digital-electronic com-
puting, but his two major projects, this and his Analytical Engine (started in 1837) are symbolic 
of a Victorian mind-set groping for a mechanical solution to intractable mathematical problems. In 
his Analytical Engine, Babbage uses punch-cards (borrowed from Joseph Marie Jacquard’s programma-
ble loom) so that new data and algorithms (code) can be fed into the machine. Though never finished 
(contemporary manufacturing did not have the precision required for the hundreds of cogs and cams 
required), it aspired to be general-purpose computer, and inspired a 1990 novel: The Difference 
Engine by Bruce Sterling and William Gibson which kick-started steam-punk -a new media genre. For 
more on the genesis of computing, see Doron Swade and Jon Palfreman: The Dream Machine (BBC 1993).



Edgar Allen Poe: The Murders on the Rue Morgue 1841. First published as a short story in Graham’s 
Magazine, then in book form, this is widely reckoned to be the first detective story - the book that 
established the detective genre, paving the way for the other famous contributions in this genre 
by the likes of Arthur Conan Doyle (Sherlock Holmes series beginning 1887) and Wilkie Collins (The 
Woman in White 1859, The Moonstone 1868). And of course there are precedents for crime-related mys-
teries in Classical texts, and in both Arabic and Chinese literature. Poe wrote other books follow-
ing Rue Morgue - based on the exploits of his detective C. Auguste Dupin. What I like about the De-
tective genre is that implies a more interactive, collaborative role for the reader; and later, in 
Dennis Wheatley and J.C. Links famous Murder off Miami (1936) this is put into practice by present-
ing the reader with a multi-media dossier on the crime to be solved, replete with bagged artefacts 
from the scene of the crime, depositions of witnesses, photographs and maps (etc) - a precedent for 
games situated in this genre - such as Take Two Interactive’s Black Dahlia (1998).



Louis-Jacques-Mandé Daguerre: Boulevard du Temple Daguerrotype 1838. In many ways, Daguerre was 
the first media-entrepreneur of the modern age, launching the product of his researches with his 
partner Nicéphore Niépce in 1839 to top a career characterised by  media-innovations designed for 
mass entertainment (including the Diorama Theatre 1832). His most successful - globally successful 
- product was of course the World’s first photographic system - the Daguerreotype. This was a re-
sult of Daguerre’s researches (that began with Niépce, but continued after Niépce’s death in 1833) 
and resulted in a process that involved a silvered copper-sheet, coated with photo-sensitive silver 
iodide, which could be exposed in a camera. Daguerre made the important discovery, missed in his 
earlier experiments with Niépce, that a short exposure could form a ‘latent’ image on the silver-
plate, that could later be developed with chemicals - heated mercury vapour - and fixed (de-sensi-
tised to light) with salt water (or later Herschel’s hyposulphate). This produced a positive, one-
off, sharp, jewel-like photographic image. Daguerre dominated the early years of photography but 
soon the advantages of Fox Talbot’s negative-positive process were obvious to everyone.



William Henry Fox Talbot: Calotype Photogenic Drawing (Photographic Process) 1839. Spurred by Da-
guerre’s announcement of his Daguerreotype process in January 1839, Fox Talbot published his half-
decade-long investigations into photography in February 1839. Daguerre’s celebrated invention was 
a positive-reversal process - you made a positive exposure on a sensitised copper-plate - it gave 
very sharp-focussed one-off images. Fox Talbot’s process used a sensitised paper negative from 
which any number of positive photographic prints could be made. Although less sharp than Daguerreo-
types, Talbot’s Calotypes could be reproduced easily, and many artists preferred the more ‘paint-
erly’ qualities of the Calotype. It was Talbot’s basic idea that eventually won out - although 
daguerreotypes continued to be valued - and made - for the rest of the century. Talbot’s process 
was modified significantly by F. Scott Archer (the Wet-Collodion Process, 1851), who used glass-plate 
negatives coated with a photo-sensitive collodion mixture, and achieved a sharpness similar to the 
daguerreotype. By the late 19th century, a transparent and flexible celluloid-based film substrate 
was replacing glass, and by 1900 cameras were sold pre-loaded with 100-frame roll of film.



Ada, Countess Lovelace: Algorithm for Charles Babbage: The Analytical Engine 1843. A daughter of 
the poet Lord Byron, born the same year (1815) as the influential photographic artist, Julia Mar-
garet Cameron, and tutored by educational pioneer Mary Somerville and mathematician and logician 
Augustus de Morgan, Ada was to establish an early reputation as an innovative mathematician. She 
met the computer pioneer Charles Babbage in 1833 and followed his work on the Difference Engine (a 
mechanical calculator, 1833), and on the ambitious Analytical Engine (a programmable analogue com-
puter, designed from 1837, unfinished), gaining a deep understanding of the engineering of the En-
gine, and the relationship between its mechanical operations, initial settings and potential of the 
instructions that the Engine could ‘read’ from punch-card inputs. She has been called the first pro-
grammer, but what is absolutely certain is that she took mathematical formulae suggested by Babbage 
(who had written shorthand sketch algorithms c1837)and from these, prepared a tabular algorithm 
(centre, above) for calculating a sequence of Bernoulli numbers. This is the first computer program, 
though as Babbage’s Analytical Engine was never completed it was never run through the machine.



Franz Xavier Winterhalter: Queen Victoria and Duchess de Nemours 1843. (Engraving: The Cousins).
Winterhalter was probably the leading portraitist of this time, commissioned by several of the nu-
merous royal courts of Europe - including Louis-philippe of France and Queen Victoria (he painted 
at list 120 works for Victoria and Albert). He worked directly on the canvas, with no preliminary 
drawings or sketches. His technical and aesthetic talents rival that of Jean August Dominique In-
gres, and in his portraits of women, he captured the changing spirit of the times amongst the re-
fined and often reclusive courtly circles. In Britain he was criticised for making his paintings too 
fleshly and sensual. His paintings were exclusive and not commonly exhibited to the general public, 
but accurate monochrome prints could be made as lithographs or as engravings in steel, hand-cut 
by master craftsmen and used to illustrate early magazines, books and/or offered for sale. Samuel 
Cousins was one such engraver - a favourite of Queen Victoria. Winterhalter was also a profession-
al lithographer.As often in the Art world, Winterhalter was in his lifetime considered ‘merely’ a 
glossy portraitist, but his work was retrospectively celebrated recently at the National Portrait 
Gallery (1987).



Joseph Paxton: The Crystal Palace 1851. Paxton’s remarkable career - starting as a humble gar-
dener’s boy at age 15, by diligence and what one can only describe as genius, he became the Chief 
Gardener at the Royal Horticultural Society’s Chiswick Gardens. Here his work was spotted by the 
Duke of Devonshire, and Paxton became the Head Gardener at Chatsworth House, one of the grand gar-
dens of England. Paxton, through his fascination with creating the ideal conditions for growing 
vegetables, flowers and trees, developed a considerable skill in engineering, designing and building 
a large glass and wood Conservative Wall and an even larger Great Conservatory (started 1837), made 
of cast-iron and glass - a glass-house some 227 feet by 123 feet (69x37 metres). A Royal Commission 
was set up in 1850 to plan The Great Exhibition - a showcase of British Industrial and technologi-
cal talent to be held in Hyde Park, central London. The requirement was for a temporary building, 
and after several months of prevarication, and manouvering by Paxton, the Commission accepted his 
design - which was made from pre-fabricated cast-iron structural components, as well as thousands 
of sheets of glass. The resulting Crystal Palace was huge - 1,848 feet (563 metres) long, 408 feet 
(124 m) wide and 108 feet (33 m) high - large enough to hold and display the thousands of artefacts 
chosen to exemplifly British industrial might. The building fulfilled the brief perfectly, and became 
the first ‘modern’ building in Europe - some 40 years before Gustave Eiffel’s Tower, and 60 years 
years in advance of Walter Gropius’ Fagus Factory - both landmarks of modern architecture.



Gustave Dehme: Three Girls 1843 + Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre: François Jules Collignon 1843. Two 
daguerretypes from the early 1840s illustrate the something of the impact that daguerreotypy and 
photography in the English style (using Fox Talbot’s techniques) had on portraiture in the mid-19th 
century. Note how Dehme’s girls look really natural compared to the rather stylised pose of the 
painter and engraver Collignon. This naturalism was hard to achieve in an era of long exposures ne-
cessitating long and uncomfortable poses. Perhaps Dehme rewarded his sitters with sweets...



Anne Atkins: Photographs of British Algae: Cyanotype Impressions 1853. At age 54 Atkins - a pro-
fessional botanist and experimental scientific photographer publishes an early book illustrated 
with photographs - her own cyanotype plates, contact-printed from her collection of sea-weeds us-
ing sunlight, a process invented by John Herschel in 1842, and later developed by William Henry Fox 
Talbot. Herschel (who had earlier invented hyposulphate fixative) imagined that cyanotypes would be 
a good way of reproducing drawings and note-book pages (after all, it is the original blue-print), 
but Atkins deployed the technique to make beautiful and faithful reproductions of her botanic col-
lections. She was definitely the first woman to make a book of photographs - Fox Talbot had earlier 
published his Pencil of Nature (1842) illustrated with his ‘tipped-in’ images. It was not until the 
1880s that a suitable photo-engraving process emerged to allow large-volume reproduction of photo-
graphic images - see George Meisenbach: Halftone Printing Process (1882). 



Gustave Courbet: The Bathers 1853 + Julien Vallou de Villeneuve: Henriette Bonnion 1853. In 1853 
Henriette Bonnion posed in Courbet’s studio for his painting The Bathers. In the same period, she 
also posed in the same studio for Julien Vallou de Villeneuve, the photographer friend of Courbet. 
Aaron Scharf: “...it is quite likely that Courbet knew and used his (Villeneuve’s) photographs in 
the 1850s..” The similarity between the poses and the photographs (in The Bathers - above - and 
in other Courbet paintings around this time (such as La femme au Perroquet, 1866, and the nude in 
L’Atelier 1855) suggest that Courbet - like others of his contemporaries (including Delacroix and 
Degas) - was using photographs as ‘reference’ - as a much cheaper alternative to paying artist 
models for sometimes long sittings. Scharf again: “In its rendering of pose and gesture photogra-
phy offered the first comprehensive alternative to forms fixed by antique tradition.” The monochrome 
photographic image of naked women, shared the same aesthetic as photographs of classical statues, 
rendering unblemished purity of form, un-marred by the blotches and bruises of everyday life... 



George Boole: An Investigation into the Laws of Thought (Boolean Logic) 1854. From an early career 
as a schoolmaster, his mathematical talents were recognised when Boole was appointed Professor of 
Mathematics at University College, Cork. His primary studies were of two aspects of mathematics of 
special relevance to 20th century computing - differential equations, and the mathematical analysis 
of logic (symbolic logic, sometimes called the algebra of logic). Boole’s predicates including the 
logical operations of AND/OR, NAND/NOR (etc) seemed to have little real-world application in the 
mid-19th century, but around a hundred years later, the mathematician Claude Shannon (then at MIT) 
recognised the application of Boolean logic in his work on Communications Theory (1949), and it has 
become a standard aspect of programming, of microprocessor design, of digital telecommunications..
The operation of Boolean ‘logic gates’ in micro-electronic circuitry (such as a computer chip) en-
able mere digital binary machines to perform complex logical operations - in other words Boolean 
logic can be directly implemented in electronic circuits by stringing logic gates of different 
types together. Boolean logic is the substrate upon which modern digital technology is built.



Virginia Oldoini + Pierre-Louis Pierson: Countess Castiglione (Self-) Portraits c1860s. Oldoini has 
no time or desire to learn the mechanics of photography herself. Not for her the blackened fingers, 
the volatility and odours of the dark-room, nor even the business of adjusting the lens. Her idea 
of photography is to get an expert to do it for her. So in the mid 1850s she strikes a remarkable 
arrangement with the portrait professional Pierre-Louis Pierson, and through him, Virginia Oldoini 
becomes perhaps the first female photographic art director/artist. She re-enacts moments from her 
fabulous life as a stylish and seductive courtesan (she enjoyed various liaisons with courtiers, 
financiers and other wealthy men, all the time cultivating her seductive, femme fatale image). Her 
series of collaborations with Pierson make her a very important precursor of 20th century artists 
who are absorbed with their own image, such as Cindy Sherman, Gilbert and George, and Claude Cahun 
in the 1920s. There is a certain, slightly deranged Miss Haversham quality about her...



James Clerk Maxwell: Trichromatic Theory of Colour Vision 1861. This was the breakthrough theory. 
With Thomas Young’s 1902 theory of light and colours, and further work by Hermann von Helmholtz on 
the human eye’s photo-receptors - defining the wavelengths that the red, green and blue cones in 
the retina responded to - Maxwell was able to define his quantitative theory of colour by 1861. One 
of the first material results was his experiment in photographing a coloured tartan ribbon, using 
panchromatic monochrome film, he made three transparencies through red, green and blue filters. When 
superimposed and viewed against a light-source, the full colour of the original ribbon was appar-
ent. This was the first ever colour photograph. Within a generation or so, Maxwell’s theory sparked 
Impressionism (1872) and Pointillism (1884), trichromatic colour printing (1882), and the Lumiere’s 
commercial colour system: the beautiful Autochrome (1903-1935).



John Jabez Edwin Mayall: Royal Album of Carte de Visite 1862. Andre Disderi had patented one of the 
first ‘media-extensions’ of photography in 1854 - introducing the carte de visite format - a 9x6cm 
photographic visiting card, that soon became immensely collectable, and - like party invitations 
- were items of prestige and display on the family mantlepiece. Of course royal cartes (cartes of 
English aristocracy, the royal family and visiting royals from Europe), were highly valued. Queen 
Victoria herself was a great fan of photography, as was Albert, the Prince Consort, and they col-
lected many cartes of family and friends, and patronised Mayall as a court photographer. Mayall (an 
American), retailed his cartes, selling tens of thousands of them to an eager public through his 
prestigious premises in London’s Regent Street. Mayall charged 1 guinea (£1.05) for a set of 12 
cartes, and 5 guineas (£5.25) for a set of hand-coloured cartes. (To give something of the scale 
of his operation, when the Prince Consort died in 1861, Mayall sold 70,000 cartes of Albert! Far 
from threatening the art of portraiture, photography, through the carte de visite, had extended the 
reach of portraiture to almost everyone in the country. Mayall’s real coup however was his gatefold 
album of Royal cartes (above) of which he sold something like 60,000 units - the album had empty 
spaces to which buyers could add their own collected cartes - Disderi and Mayall had created an in-
teractive, participative, social, collectible, extension to the photo-medium - as early as 1862!



Henry Peach Robinson: Bringing Home the May 1862. Composite/combination print from several nega-
tives. With his contemporary Oscar Rejlander, Robinson was a pioneer of ‘pictorialist’ photography.



Julia Margaret Cameron: Sadness (Ellen Terry) 1864 + George Frederick Watts: Choosing (Ellen Terry) 
1864. Watts was a very famous and popular Victorian painter. He married the up and coming Shake-
spearean actress and proto-feminist Ellen Terry in 1864, and they honeymooned at Julia Margaret 
Cameron’s home-cum-studio-cum-salon at Freshwater Bay on the Isle of Wight. The marriage didn’t 
last very long. Ellen went back to the stage, becoming as famous as her near contemporary Sarah 
Bernhardt. Watts continued his career as a painter (my favourite of his is a late one: Sower of the 
Systems 1902), and remained close friends with Julia, who established herself as an artist-photog-
rapher (and not ‘just’ as a leading portrait photographer of this period), documenting the Fresh-
water Circle - a loose grouping of artists and writers including Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (Lewis 
Carroll), Alfred Lord Tennyson, William Thackeray and his family, Edward Lear, William Allingham, 
Marie Spartali, Alice Liddell and of course GF Watts. Probably photographed at Tennyson’s home Far-
ringford, Cameron’s portrait seems to me to essentially modern in its natural, feminine repose. 



Dante Gabriel Rossetti + John Robert Parsons: Jane Burden Morris + The Blue Silk Dress 1865. Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti employs John Robert Parsons, a professional photographer, to make portraits of his 
lover –  the pale woman with the original pre-Raphaelite hair, Jane Burden. Even through Jane’s 
marriage to the designer-writer-craftsman William Morris, Rossetti comes back to her again and 
again, with portraits that are literally dripping with the emotional intensity of his love. The 
practice of artists using photographs as reference for their paintings became fairly common from 
the mid 19th century - famous painters like Courbet, Monet, and Degas - and the pre-Raphaelite 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti used specially commissioned photographs - partly to obviate long (expensive) 
live poses, partly for the photographic verisimilitude. In this case, you can see the magic that 
the loving (bewitched?) eye has on the raw material of the photograph - an ideal presence emerges.. 



Princess Alexandra: Design with Flowers (c1865). Another way of extending the scope and context of 
photographs in the mid-19th century was beginning to be explored by individuals like Princess Al-
exandra, who was not only an accomplished photographer, but also a designer with an eye to contem-
porary fashion. Her beautiful album-page designs indicate something more than just following a fad 
or using readymade commercial templates – she seems to be among the first to explore the combina-
tion of illustrations, text and photographs that became the basis of ‘commercial art’ (later called 
‘graphic design’) in the 20th century. That this form of mixed-media collage (in the 20th century 
we would call this photomontage) had become a middle-class – mostly female  (see also Constance 
Sackville-West’s album pages from the 1870s) – creative activity is testified to by these examples. 
The collage becoming a way of populating a watercolour, with photographs of family and friends. The 
watercolour is used to provide a pictorial context for the vignetted photographs. These collages 
are a form of self-expression and a kind of ‘information design’ as families and relationships are 
mapped pictorially. This is another of the extensions of photography that emerged around the 1850s. 
The carte de visite, the photo-collage, then the cabinet card, the photo-album, the scrapbook, all 
extended the creative and presentational aspects of photography. 



William Morris: textile-designs from c1865. Morris was a formative part of the movement for the re-
discovery and regeneration of traditional English crafts - in textiles, furniture, printed books, 
stained-glass, ceramics, silverware and glassware (etc). This was called the Arts and Crafts Move-
ment, and dominated design in England from around the 1880s, made famous internationally by the 
exposure of Morris textiles and arts and crafts furnishings at Liberty & Co (the shop near Regent 
Street in central London). Morris was a modern, research-based designer, conceiving and sketching 
early stages of his patterns - including drafting the repeats - then using professional illustra-
tors and printersto finesse his designs. He was also a Socialist and Medievalist, an early environ-
mentalist, a writer, poet and scholar - a formative influence on the evolution of design and design 
methodology in this country and abroad. The single most important designer of the 19th century.



Jules Duboscq: Grimatiscope Stereo Image Processing 1870. After his successful commercialisation of 
David Brewster’s Stereoscope (at the Great Exhibition, 1851 - Queen Victoria bought one), Duboscq 
went on to develop several optical-photographic instruments, and in 1870, he produces his Grimati-
scope - a device for producing distorted versions of a stereo-photographic image - generally a por-
trait. You wound-up the clockwork spring, held the viewing-box up to your eyes, and then the Grima-
tiscope rotated a distorting glass lens within the elegant box and presented a series of grotesque 
distortions for the viewer’s amusement. The photo-art historian, Aaron Scharf (who taught at St 
Martins Art School in the 1960s) covered this and many more examples of early experimental photog-
raphy in his delightful Art and Photography (1975). It is machines like the Grimatiscope that are 
the great-grandfathers of image processing software like Adobe Photoshop (1990). Later in the 19th 
century another great photo-experimentalist, Louis Ducos du Hauron, an inventor of colour photog-
raphy, wrote an article describing his distorted photo-prints - he called them Photographic Trans-
formists (1889). In the 1930s the Hungarian photographer Andre Kertesj made a spectacular series of 
distorted nudes using fairground mirrors: Andre Kertesj: Distortion Series 1933...



Claude Monet: Impression, Sunrise 1872. Monet had spent a year in England at the time of the Fran-
co-Prussian War (1870-1871), and he had seen the works of John Constable and Joseph Mallord William 
Turner. In 1872, back in France he made several sketches of the harbour of his home-town Le Havre. 
One of these (above) is entered into an exhibition of work by Degas, Sisley, Renoir and Pissaro; 
and Manet - asked to give this painting a title for the catalogue, calls it Impression, Sunrise. 
he recalls: “They wanted a title for the catalog; it couldn’t really pass as a view of Le Havre, 
so I answered: “Put down Impression.” Out of that they got impressionism, and the jokes prolifer-
ated....” (interview with Maurice Guillemot for La Revue Illustrée 1898). Impression, Sunrise was 
the first Impressionist painting.



Charles Dodgson aka Lewis Carroll: Xie Kitchen 1876. Well before Dodgson began writing Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland (published in 1865) he was a practicing and very proficient photographer, 
making portraits of many of his young friends (including the delightful Alice Liddell). Apart from 
the Liddell sisters, one of his favourite sitters was Alexandra (Xie) Kitchen, whom he frequently 
requested to dress in exotic costumes and pose for him in his Oxford studio. In the Victorian pe-
riod, children - with their connotations of innocence and unspoilt beauty - were of course a fa-
vourite subject of both photographers and photography connoisseurs - Julia Margaret Cameron (prac-
tising 1864-1875) made several hundred images of her maids, and her daughters and the sons and 
daughters of her friends (she also photographed Alice Liddell at age 19). Like Cameron, Dodgson 
(who was an acquaintance of hers) used the then current wet-collodion process (invented 1851), and 
it is supposed that he gave up photography after the invention of the dry-collodion process, which 
he thought made photography so easy that anyone could do it.



Edgar Degas: use of photography + The Blue Dancers 1877. Aaron Scharf and others have noted the im-
portant impact of photography on the pictorial compositions of Degas from around the 1860s. Scharf 
mentions ‘the peculiar dencentralised compositions’: “Placed at the edge of the picture space, the 
figures seem to communicate with something outside, enhancing the fortuitous character of the sub-
jects, and creating an implied space  external to the paintings - ‘in the wings’, so to speak. 
These are entirely germaine to snapshot photographs of the time, or for that matter any time.” 
(Scharf: Art and Photography 1966, p187). Several of Degas’ own photographs survive from this pe-
riod, and in many of his paintings the ‘cropping’ of the picture is akin to the sometimes arbitrary 
cropping or framing of a camera lens. Courbet and others had used photographic reference as early 
as 1853 (see Courbet: The Bathers 1853, and compare with Julien Vallou de Villeneuve: Henriette 
Bonnion (photograph commissioned by Courbet, 1853), but Degas is inspired by the chance nature of 
the photographic composition as well as the reference value of the photograph. Scharf also points 
to the lens-aberrations of rational perspective that were adopted by Degas - resulting in the flat-
tening of perspective in paintings like The Blue Dancers (above). The impact of photography was to 
occasion a rethinking of painterly perspective - and indeed the role of the artist - in the late 
19th century, preparing us for the radical pictorial revolution of Cubism in the early 20th century



Thomas Alvar Edison: Phonograph 1877. Edison is very important in any history of media innovation. 
He not only designed and developed several of the core media technologies (the stock-ticker, the 
2-way telegraph, the phonograph, the motion-picture camera, the long-lasting electric-light bulb), 
but importantly, established the practice of industrialised innovation using research teams and 
R&D prototype engineering - his Menlo Park Laboratory in New Jersey becoming the first modern re-
search laboratory. Edison only enjoyed 3 months of formal schooling, and completed his education 
as an autodidact, guided by his mother. From selling newspapers on the local train, he acquired 
his business-administration talents alongside his ‘natural’ entrepreneurial skills - setting up 14 
companies - including the now massive General Electric. Edison’s Phonograph (aka Gramophone) was 
cylinder-based - a rotating wax cylinder was inscribed by a needle/stylus attached to a micro-phone 
diaphraghm - the vibrations caused by sound-waves hitting the diaphraghm caused the needle to in-
scibe an analogue of the sound-waves onto the cylinder, which later could be played-back on the 
same Phonograph. Edison’s innovation was to design a machine that could both record and play.



Alphonse Bertillon: Bertillon (Photographic ID) Cards (‘Mug Shots’)1879.Bertillon was the first to 
apply biometrics (anthropometry) in criminology. He developed Bertillonage - a complex system of 
body measurements, supplemented with photographic evidence (and by 1912 fingerprints)to identify po-
lice suspects and convicted criminals. Arthur Conan Doyle twice mentions Bertillon in his Sherlock 
Holmes stories (from 1887). His system was in wide use in France by 1884, and introduced for use in 
the USA by 1887. His system had two important legacies - the Mug Shot - and the idea that biomet-
rics offer conclusive proof of identity (an idea given further expression in finger-printing, and 
later in other biometrics such as voice-identification, eyeball-recognition (iris-recognition), be-
haviour patterns, hand-geometry and face-recognition software. Of course systems like Bertillonage 
were not just used to catch and identify criminals, in Czarist Russia they used similar techniques 
to identify dissidents, protesters and members of revolutionary factions. An extreme use of biomet-
rics (iris-recognition) in consumer-society was illustrated in Speilberg: Minority Report (2002).



George Demenÿ + Etienne-Jules Marey:Demenÿ saying: ‘Je vous aime’ to Marey’s Chrono-Photographic 
Gun 1882. Demenÿ was an assistant to, and research-collaborator with Etienne-Jules Marey from 1874, 
and with Marey, developed the Chrono-Photographic Gun - a gun-shaped camera for telephoto record-
ing of sequential superimposed images. This Gun was based on the experimental 12-lens camera devel-
oped by Albert Londe in 1878. By 1882 Demeny and Marey had perfected a 20-frame exposure ‘gun’ that 
enabled them to make the famous ‘first lip-synch’ sequence shown above. This was photographed on a 
strip of sensitised paper (by 1884 replaced with sensitised celluloid). The close-up single frame 
reproduced upper right shows the photographic quality of their recording. By 1892, Demenÿ had pat-
ented his Phonoscope - a 42cm (16.5 inch) glass disc that could record c24 images in succession, 
and then could be projected using Alred Molteni’s powerful Molteni magic lantern. Demenÿ’s remarka-
ble acheivement - to be the first record the facial ‘visemes’ associated with vocalisation, eclipses 
other work with Marey - the thousands of chrono-photographs of animals, birds and humans.



George Seurat: A Sunday Afternoon on the Grand Jatte 1884.This painting is important for two main 
reasons: it is the first pointillist painting, referring to the tiny dots or points of pure colour 
that Seurat uses, relying on the viewer to cpmplete and mix the colours as they perceive them; and 
secondly it marks the first ‘post-impressionist’ painting - referring to the art that followed Im-
pressionism and usually refers to Seurat, Signac, Cezanne and their contemporaries. The Pointil-
list idea stems from the new theories of vision devised by James Clerk Maxwell and Ludwig Helmholtz 
drawing from the earlier theory proposed by Thomas Young in 1802. These theories postulated that 
the human eye had visual receptors (rods and cones) responsive to the three optical primaries - 
red, green, and blue. From this theory, came colour photography (Autochrome and other RGB transpar-
ency systems), trichromatic colour printing, and of course the Pointillist painting practised by 
Seurat and Paul Signac - and some decades later, the RGB colour monitors for TV and PCs.



William LeBaron Jenney: Home Insurance Building, Chicago 1885 (first steel-frame ‘skyscraper’) + 
Elisha Otis: Otis Safety Elevator 1852. While Joseph Paxton’s Crystal Palace (1851) is widely rec-
ognised as the first iron-frame building, by the 1880s mild steel girders were available (after 1855 
and the inventions of Bessemer). Jenney, who was running a successful architectural programme at 
the University of Michigan (Louis Sullivan and other famous architects studied with Jenney at this 
time), decided to construct the building on a steel-girder frame, thereby saving about 30% of the 
weight of a traditional masonry/brick construction. At 10 stories it is reckoned to be the first 
‘skyscraper’, towering above its neighboring buildings in the windy city. Of course, the higher the 
building the more flights of stairs were necessary, and Elisha Otis’s Safety Elevator, developed in 
the 1850s for matials handling, proved the answer as a vertical transportation system for people 
living and working in skyscrapers. The progressive stages of modern architecture that began with 
Jenney, saw that Louis Sullivan’s dicta of ‘form follows function’ and ‘truth to materials’ inexo-
rably led to Gropius’ steel-frame and glass Fagus Factory of 1913, and the hanging-glass skins of 
later Modernist architects like Mies van der Rohe and Le Corbusier. 



Edweard Muybridge: Dancer (Fancy) (plate 188 from Animal Locomotion 1887). Muybridge, along with 
the French scientist Etienne-Jules Marey, made the big breakthroughs in imaging and analysing mo-
tion in the 1870s-1880. Their serial images were a bridge between still photography and the movies.



Charles-Émile Reynaud: Theatre Optique 1887. In the welter of activity in the nascent moving-pic-
ture adventures of the late 19th century, it must be Reynaud who is credited with the first animated 
moving pictures - first cartoons in his Praxinoscope of 1877, then by 1892, his motion-picture Pau-
vre Pierrot. By 1887 he had created his Theatre Optique at the Musee Grevin in Paris. The projected 
animations in his theatre kept audiences enthralled from 1892 through to 1910, when it was obvious 
that the photographic cinematograph, not simply animated paintings, was what audiences wanted. How-
ever, Reynaud’s work was an important step in establishing the precedent for a show that comprised 
projected images rather than singers, magicians and chorus-girls. in 1907, Reynaud made some exper-
iments in stereo-animations, but eventually gave up his theatre, like Melies, destroying his equip-
ment. He died in a hospice on the Seine - the inventor of the cinema, and maker of over 30 films.



Louis Le Prince: Roundhay Garden Scene 1888. The very first motion-picture! Louis le Prince was an 
inventor, learning photography under Louis Jacques Mande Daguerre - the inventor of the Daguerre-
rotype - the first successful photographic system (1839). In Leeds he invented a 16-lens camera that 
made sequential images on photographic paper - several years before Edison and Lumiere perfected 
their different motion-picture systems, but Le Prince’s system was a cul de sac - the projected im-
ages were poorly registered and the motion too jerky.



William Friese Green: Moving magic-lantern pictures 1889. Friese Green claimed and patented much 
more than he actually achieved in his motion picture experiments. He was building his business as 
a studio-photographer in the West Country (based in Bath) in the 1880s and met John Rudge, who was 
developing a magic-lantern that could project 5 frames/second by means of sliding glass slides. 
Friese Green developed this idea, using much more practical celluloid slides. His various drawings 
and patent files at this time include the top-hat-inspired lantern projector above, and some of 
his colour film experiments (borrowing heavily from the work of George Albert Smith (Kinemacolor, 
1906). The BFI summarise his contributions to film: “Having been damned for claiming to invent what 
he did not invent, recent commentators have sought to view in a more sympathetic light someone who 
was undoubtedly one of the very first to work on the concept of moving images. As a dreamer more 
than as an inventor, he has his place as a founding father of British film.” (BFIScreenonline). 
From the delightful wearable projector (above) it seems that Friese Green was more like a new-me-
dia conceptual artist than a Victorian inventor, but for sheer ingenuity he must join the list of 
those interesting cine-experimenters of the fin de siecle.



Vincent van Gogh: Self-portraits + The Starry Night 1889-1890. Photographs of spiral galaxies, such 
as The Andromeda Galaxy, were starting to appear as half-tone plates in scientific journals around 
this time, though whether Van Gogh saw any is unknown. We do know that Venus was visible and shin-
ing brightly during June 1889, when van Gogh was frenetically painting Starry Night. During this 
latter period in his life, suffering from a kind of ‘mental epilepsy’ he was producing a painting 
every day for around 70 days in a row. Starry Night gives us some insight into van Gogh’s mental 
state, the whirling turmoil of a hot, high summer night in Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, just north-west 
of Arles in southern France. In his famous letters to his brother Theo (see The Real Van Gogh - The 
Artist and his Letters Royal Academy 2010) he suggests that he was composing both from sketches 
and from imagination - he calls it ‘an amalgum of images’. (Gauguin called this an abstraction - a 
painting conceived in the imagination) - the village of Saint-Remy is not visible from his rooms at 
the sanitorium. Starry Night is widely regarded as a visionary painting and one of the best of his 
entire life. There is a William Blake/Samuel Palmer mystical feel to this work that has inspired 
artists ever since... In 1971, Don McLean had a hit with his song Vincent, inpired by Starry Night.



Rudolph Dirks + Harold Knerr: The Katzenjammer Kids (1889 - 2015) + The Captain and the Kids 
(1912-1979).These are two of the longest-running strips in comic history.Created by Dirks in 1889 
and continued by Knerr after Dirks left Hearst Newspapers and created a rival strip - The Captain 
and the Kids. Katzenjammer Kids is still syndicated, making it the longest-running comic-strip 
ever. The rival strips featured the same cast of characters, and map the sociological history of 
the USA through the waves of immigration that characterised the first half of the 20th century. 
German-speaking immigrants were special fans of The Katzenjammer Kids (literally: the hangover 
kids), but it was copyright battles between Pulitzer and Hearst that caused the split, and it was 
anti-German feeling relating to World War 1 that prompted the renaming. Dirks, and his colleague 
Harol Knerr both played key roles in the creation of one of the most profoundly important mass-en-
tertainment media of the 20th century. The coeval coincidence of comics and movies is fascinating.



Napoleon Sarony: self portraits (1890) and Portrait of Oscar Wilde 1882. They don’t make charac-
ters like Napoleon Sarony nowadays. Their grandiloquence, their dash and daring, their style, the 
‘bohemian millionaire’, quasi-regality that they affected, disappeared with great men like Sergei 
Diaghilev (of the Ballets Russes), the great film-directors Fritz Lang, Erich von Stroheim, Orson 
Welles, and Olivia Manning’s fictional Yakimov (from The Balkan Trilogy). Sarony opened his New York 
Studio in the 1870s, photographing the celebrities of the time – the stars of the opera, theatre, 
music hall and vaudeville. Oscar Wilde - at 28 already famous as an aesthete and a poet, was in New 
York on his American lecture tour - what did these guys make of each other?



Alexandre Gustave Eiffel: Eiffel Tower 1889. This was it - the signature symbol of Modernism - an 
enormous steel-girder tower, graceful in its pure geometry, soaring above 19th century Paris as a 
landmark of progress, aspiration, and faith in the future. Much criticised at the time, the Tower 
inspired modernist arts like Delaunay (The Red Tower 1910), and many others. Working from a sketch 
drawing by Maurice Koechlin and Émile Nouguier, two of his consulting engineers (blueprint upper 
left), and enhanced by Stephen Sauvestre, his head architect Gustave Eiffel submitted the project 
as a centrepiece for the proposed Exposition Universelle, planned for 1889. His pitch included: 
“not only the art of the modern engineer, but also the century of Industry and Science in which 
we are living, and for which the way was prepared by the great scientific movement of the eight-
eenth century and by the Revolution of 1789, to which this monument will be built as an expres-
sion of France’s gratitude.” Eiffel further defended his ‘engineering’ rather than ‘architectural’ 
approach: “Do not the laws of natural forces always conform to the secret laws of harmony?”. Over 
the years all criticism has fallen away, and the Tower has attracted over 250 million visitors...



Henri de Toulouse Lautrec: Dancer adjusting her Tights (1890) + Marcelle Lander (1895), double-
portrait of Lautrec by Maurice Guilbert 1890. Lautrec is a brilliant draughtsman, adept at pastels, 
charcoal, and drawing directly on litho-stones to make his prints and posters. These were unusual 
even in the pre-halftone and pre-trichromatic colour-printing days (the theory and the 3-colour 
printing process developed between 1850 and 1870) - usually artists would do a sketch or artwork on 
paper and this would be transcribed/traced onto the stone. Lautrec, setting a precedent for 20th 
century artist-printmakers, drew directly on the stone with his waxy crayons, creating prints and 
posters that closely matched his drawing style. Multiple-perspective portraits, produced using mir-
rors or exposing sandwiched negatives together, were very popular. By the way, Lautrec was an avid 
photographer himself, but collaborates here with his friend Maurice Guilbert – the two Lautrecs 
regard each other with a deliciously cool irony.



Henry Pickering Bowditch: 12 Boston Doctors 1894. The physiologist Bowditch was following the pho-
to-composite work of eugenist Francis Galton some ten years earlier, but I think that this image 
by Bowditch really demonstrates more clearly what Galton was trying to do. With a typical Victo-
rian mind-set, Galton was trying to prove that facial chacteristics were not only inherited (he was 
Darwin’s cousin), but the moral character could be inherited too - and detected in the physiognomy. 
Galton and Bowditch photograph groups of men (mostly) demonstrating that there was a certain type 
of physiognomy displayed by criminals (say) or scientists - or as here, doctors. The composite por-
traits were made by sandwiching pin-registered negatives together and exposing the resulting face-
sandwich. One hundred years later (1980s), the art-researcher Nancy Burson used a custom-designed 
set of digital layering tools for making digital composite portraits along these lines.



Aubrey Vincent Beardsley: Illustrations for Oscar Wilde’s Salome 1894. Caught in the cusp of the 
Pre-Raphaelite’s mediaevalism and the emerging art-nouveau modernism, Beardsley become notorious 
overnight for his illustrations for a reprint of Malory’s Morte d’Arthur (1893), and then these 
beautiful (and to the Victorian mind-set, salaciously erotic and decadent) line drawings for Os-
car Wilde’s Salome. A style connoisseur or aesthete, much after Wilde’s personal style, Beardsley, 
fresh out of the Westminster Art School, dyed his hair green, wore stylishly cut, formal morn-
ing suits for visits to his publishers, and went on to art-direct the aesthetic magazine The Yel-
low Book (1894. The impact of Beardsley’s style of art nouveau, heavily influenced by the Japanese 
Ukiyo-e wood-block prints that appeared in Europe in the later 19th century, and possibly the post-
ers of Toulouse Lautrec he would have seen on visits to Paris, was immediate and long-lasting. He 
was rediscovered by my generation in the late 1960s, and influenced psychedelic poster design. The 
photo-portrait of Beardsley is by his friend Frederick Hollyer...



Alice Guy-Blaché: The Cabbage-Patch Fairy 1896. Alice Guy-Blaché was the first woman to direct a 
film, to produce a film, to become the art-director (and co-owner) of a film production company. The 
Cabbage Fairy is her first film.She began her film career by working for Leon Gaumont, then staying 
with him when he founded the Gaumont Film Company, where she persuaded him to let her direct her 
own film. In these early days of ‘the cinema of attraction’ there was little or no intimation that 
cinema could be a terrific narrative medium - it was regarded like a firework display or a sensation-
al event - not as a medium that might eventually threaten the novel. Guy-Blaché thought otherwise, 
and attempted to prove it with The Cabbage-Patch Fairy - although only 60 seconds long, there is a 
clear narrative base, and it was enough to convince Gaumont - and others who backed her Solax Film 
Company after she moved to America in 1907. Andre Bazin and others have pointed out that until the 
establishment of the male-dominated Hollywood industrial-film business, woman directors were in fact 
in the majority, so Guy-Blaché began a trend in film-making that lasted 2 or more decades.



Herman Cassler + William Kennedy Laurie Dixon + Elias Bernard Koopman:The Mutoscope 1898. Before 
the movie-business became standardised on 35mm film and 24 frames/sec, there were dozens of experi-
mental approaches. Some, like Edison’s Kinetoscope and Cassler & Co’s Mutoscope, were based on the 
arcade-machine model - as you can see with the Mutoscope - it was an industrialised flip-book. Louis 
Le Prince’s paper-based, 16-lens system, Max Skladanowsky’s Bioskop, and many more hopeful inven-
tors and their inventions competed with each other for a slice of what was obviously going to be 
a new mass market. The Mutoscope was cheaper for exhibitors to purchase, was coin-operated, and 
came to dominate the nickelodeon market - there were ancient Mutoscopes in the amusement arcade at 
seaside resorts until the 1960s, when we adopted decimal currency and the old one-penny piece was 
withdrawn (1971). Each Mutoscope contained a flip-book mechanism containing about 850 7cm x 4.75cm 
cards, the mechanism was turned by hand - as you can see above left, a popular ‘reel’ was What the 
Butler Saw - a titillating peep-show of Edwardian ladies undressing, couched in the old language of 
class. Eventually, as we know, arcades became totally digital and the platform for video-games.



Siegmund Lubin: Open-air Rooftop Film Studio 1899. Lubin is of course the first real entrepreneur 
of the Cinema - he built his own projector the Cineograph/Marvel, based upon Charles Pathé’s Stu-
dio Camera - Lubin improved this by adding a tachometer, so that cameramen would know exactly what 
speed to hand-crank their films. He was among the first to set up his own film studio - making over 
1000 films (often copies of Melies, or Edison’s films - he was the first film-pirate too), opened film 
studios across the States, created marketing plans for films (etc).What this image reveals is that 
before widespread electric lighting (really from the 1930s), there was nothing to beat the naked 
sun as a light source for the best capture of images on film. The camera is in the foreground.



Leopold Emile Reutlinger: Portrait post-cards 1893-c1910. Reutlinger was a master of Belle Epoque 
new media (half-tone and line letterpress plates, photo-engraving, photo-gravure, post-cards), 
creating these rich art-nouveau inspired post-cards featuring celebrities and dancers of the time - 
interesting because they interwove display lettering, decorative embellishments and photography.



 James Stuart Blackton: The Enchanted Drawing - live on film 1900. It is clear from the 1895 Black-
pool poster for Blackton’s animation that he was one of the earliest to make hand-drawn animations 
on film. The other contender for the earliest animation includes Emile Cohl (Un Drame 1908)...



Hugo d’Alesi: Mareorama 1900. The poster-painter d’Alesi had seen the moving canvases associated 
with early 19th century panoramas - literally canvases scrolled between two rollers, so that the 
images moved slowly by in front of a static audience. What Alesi did in 1900, was the same prin-
ciple applied on an enormous scale. His ‘sea-voyage-simulator’ (the Mareorama) even moved the au-
dience as well, simulating the gentle glide and roll of a ship at sea by means of giant hydraulic 
pistons. His canvas ‘sea-views’ were giant painted scrolls - each some 750 metres (2,460 feet) 
long, and painted with scenes as if from a sea voyage from Marseilles to Yokohama - encompassing 
Algiers, Naples, Istanbul, Suez, and on to Singapore. d’Alesi perhaps realised that his Mareorama 
was a final monument - a saraband even - to the dieing art of the panorama - then obviously threat-
ened by the seemingly inexorable rise in popularity of the Movies. Of course these larger-than-life 
simulated experiences never went away - the iMax Cinema and themed Adventure Park Rides, Virtual 
Realities and immersive video-games still commsnd a vast marketplace, so d’Alesi was a true new me-
dia pioneer...



Raoul Grimoin Sanson: Cineorama 1900. It is entirely appropriate that the new 20th century should 
be celebrated by a marriage of old and new media, and of course that the content of this new mar-
riage should be the experience of flight. So three years before the first powered aeroplane flight, 
Raoul Grimoin-Sanson celebrates the experience of flying in this simulation of a balloon-flight over 
Paris. Filmed using a set of synchronised 70 mm movie cameras (!), projected using a similarly 
synchronised set of 10 projectors, Cineorama provided the first taste of 20th century immersive 
entertainment.Grimoin-Sanson’s Cineorama fuzes two media technologies to create a new experience: 
immersive cinema. He takes the Diorama (the media-art-form of the early 19th century, invented by 
Louis-Jacques Mande Daguerre, – a circular building in which was hung a 360-degree painted can-
vas depicting views, great battles, etc, made into a viewer-experience with music & sound fx – and 
combines it with a very modern and recent late-19th century invention, the cinematograph (1895), 
in a bravado tour de force of new media experimentation worthy of the 1900 Paris World Exposition 
- shows like this are a direct precedent of modern theme parks and their immersive ‘rides’.



Lumiere Bros: Photorama Lumière 1900. Another grand exhibit for the Paris World Fair of 1900 - 
then the most modern city in the world, as proclaimed by the glorious Eiffel Tower. The grand 
exhibition features at least three immersive cinematic/audio-visual experiences, Grimoin Sanson’s 
Cineorama, Louis Regnault’s Mareorama, and this - the Lumiere’s Photorama. This was a process for 
immersive screenings of still images onto a circular wrap-around screen 20 metres or more in cir-
cumference, and 6 metres high - imagine an iMax theatre where you’re sitting in the middle of the 
circling screen...Photorama used a delightful panoramic projector of 12 revolving lenses to pro-
ject the 70mm images, which were captured by a similar multi-lens camera. The idea of immersive 
entertainment had of course predated the Lumieres by some several decades - the photographic in-
ventor Daguerre had made his name with his Dioramas - circular buildings in which giant scrolling 
canvases could be hung, upon which were painted scenes - battle-scapes, townscapes, large parades 
(etc), and shown to the centrally seated public accompanied with music, sound effects, voice-over 
narrative, fireworks, smoke and spotlights. The Lumiere’s brought this into the 20th century.



Otto Wagner: Die Zeit (facade) 1902. In his famous proto-Modernist design for the dispatch office 
of the newspaper Die Zeit, the Austrian architect Otto Wagner creates an early example of ‘hi-
tech’ style - integrating out-size street lighting (large electric light-bulbs, top), cool and el-
egant art-nouveau lettering, an aluminium door with chrome highlights, and a spare, geometrically 
gridded fenestration, to invent a facade perfectly illustrating and materialising the function of 
the office - a news hub, whose purpose is that of integrating the technologies of telephony, the 
telegraph and news-print technology in order to collect and collate news-streams from agencies and 
journalists. This design predates the emergence of the International Style by a couple of decades, 
but successfully hints at that future, and at its immediate roots in Art  Nouveau or Jugendstijl. 
This is also an early example of the fusion of graphics and facade, where the livery of the news-
paper is reiterated and literally emblazoned on the building, and in the window surrounds. Later 
JJP Oud and De Stijl group, and in the 1920s, the Bauhaus architects were to continue this fusion.



George Melies: Voyage dans la Lune 1902. This is justifiably Melies’ most important and most famous 
film. It is a black and white short - only 13 minutes long (14 if projected at 16 fps - the origi-
nal projection speed), but it is full of the kind of innovative special-effects that Melies had 
developed a taste for in his career as a magician/showman. This version is hand-coloured - imag-
ine a production-line of artists (mostly girls), each dabbing a particular colour as each frame of 
the 35 mm film was passed in front of them. The coloured versions give a special animated overlay 
on Melies carefully crafted and enacted cinematographic content. Inspired by the English magician 
John Neville Maskelyne (whom he saw in London in the 1880s), Melies enjoyed a successful career 
as showman and magician (with his wife as assistant and co-performer), using magic-lantern pro-
jectors, painted backdrops, props and other stage effects (smoke-bombs, fireworks, thunderflashes, 
lighting) and when he saw a demonstration of Lumiere’s Cinematographe in the late 1890s, he knew 
that he had found a medium both to record and to develop his stage performance. He went on to make 
around 500 films, invent several core techniques of film-making, including jump-cuts and dissolves..



Edwin Stanton Porter: The Great Train Robbery 1903. Edwin S. Porter’s 1903 film is important in 
film history for several reasons: it was the first film to demonstrate clearly that film could be a 
real narrative tool - it could tell a story made up of several  sequentially presented scenes; it 
heralded the Western genre - thereafter a staple of film-making content; it proved the commercial 
viability of the film business - and it was incredibly topical - just 3 years earlier, the infa-
mous Butch Cassidy and his gang held up a train in Wyoming - still then part of the ‘wild West’. 
The film is important also because of Porter’s technical and creative innovation - including loca-
tion-shooting, sets with motion back-projection, life-size dummy corpses, the editing of separate 
scenes into a complex narrative, including editing parallel action into a single interleaved sto-
ry, panning shots, and of course the famous big close-up (above - hand-coloured frame) that ends 
the film. Only a short film (10 minutes) - but an important step towards the full-length feature.



Emilie Floge: Dress Designs and Floge Sisters Couture c1904-1938. The Austrian designer Emi-
lie Floge was a member of the high bohemian set in Vienna during the Belle Epoque (1890s - 1910s)
a period when the Austro-Hungarian Empire was a major force in European politics and culture. She 
became the lifelong lover and companion of the painter Gustav Klimt, and they worked closely to-
gether (Klimt creating textile-designs for her), while Floge was the muse and subject of many of 
his most famous paintings (second from left). Floge was fascinated by traditional Austrian and 
Eastern European vernacular (folk) costume, as well as by the pure abstraction that was emerg-
ing in modernist art movements in Western Europe and in Russia. The images above convey something 
of her range as a designer (many of her designs could be worn on the high street now).In Paris at 
this time Paul Poiret and Claude Worth were dominating the Haute Couture market, each in their own 
way interpreting the fashion zeitgeist, but neither was as revolutionary as Floge.



Winsor McCay: Little Nemo in Slumberland from 1905. McCay stands out above all other comic art-
ists, for his delightful and quintessential Art Nouveau drawing and colouring. McCay innovated in 
this, and in his willingness to experiment with non-uniform framing and other spatio-temporal ma-
nipulations. As Scott Bukatman tells us in his introduction to The Poetics of Slumberland (2012): 
“ The strip’s protagonist, the boy Nemo, leaves the mundane world of reality to sojourn in a land 
of wonderful dreams, but McCay’s spatio-temporal manipulations also remake the world of the read-
er, who makes an analogous voyage - albeit a motionless one: drawn into the world of the comics 
page, with its wondrous transformations and morphing spaces...” In other words Little Nemo, per-
haps more than other comics of the period, engages the reader interactively, inviting us to sus-
pend disbelief and join him in the daily (nightly) narrative of going to bed, falling asleep and 
dreaming dreams. The coeval emergence of mass comics, animation and the movies link these arts...



Walter S. Booth: The (?) Motorist 1906 (Robert Paul producer) Walter Booth (trained as a porce-
lain painter and also an amateur magician - Booth met Paul at a John Neville Maskelyne magic show) 
worked for camera-inventor and film producer Robert Paul from 1899, creating titles such as The 
Human Flies (1899) and A Railway Collision (1900). Heavily influenced by George Melies, Booth in-
troduced many of the Melies’ special effects to the English side-show audience in the early 20th 
century. He also introduced hand-drawn animation techniques for example in Artistic Creation 
(1901). In his Isleworth Studios, with cameraman Harold Bastick, Booth went on to produce films in 
the science-fiction idiom, including The Airship Destroyer (1909) and The Aerial Submarine (1910). 
Booth is one of the most under-esteemed pioneers of British Film. Because it is the first example 
of that synthesis of art and technology that we Brits have become very good at - Booth, and Robert 
Paul (his producer and an inportant cinematographic inventor himself), - their work marks the very 
beginning of the British film special effects industry. Booth had the skills and talents of the  
painter and the magician, Paul the inventor and the instrument-maker - and the entrepreneur. 



Charles Tait: The Kelly Gang 1906. This was the first ever feature film (not just the main film in an 
evening’s entertainment but at some venues in Australia in 1906 the only film to be shown). Pro-
duced by the theatrical entrepreneurs the Tait brothers, the film capitalised on the public’s taste 
for bushranger stories, as evidenced by the success of shorts like Bushranging in North Queensland 
(1904) and The Bushranger (1904). The eponymous hero and most notorious bush-ranger, Ned Kelly 
(pictured above with beard, and iron-helmet), had been captured and executed only 25 years before.



Peter Behrens: AEG Corporate Identity 1906. In 1906 the industrial designer Peter Behrens was 
asked to redesign the publicity material for AEG, the giant German electricity supplier - a major 
national combine incorporating power supply and electrical products. Behrens implemented what was 
probably the first ‘corporate identity’ programme - the implementation of standardised brand image-
ry throughout both the AEG product line and all its publicity. 



Pablo Picasso: Les Demoiselles d’Avignon 1907. The writer Gertrude Stein remarked on the reaction 
to the Les Demoiselles ‘It was a veritable cataclysm. I remember Shchukin, who really liked Picas-
so’s painting, arriving at my place in tears: ‘What a loss for French art! (he said).” The paint-
ing remained for years in the studio, its face to the wall. In 1937 it was finally revealed to the 
general public at the MOMA cubist exhibition (1937). It is arguably the first ‘Cubist’ painting, 
and marked a decisive break with the Albertian ‘single vanishing point perspective’ that had been 
dominant in pictorial art since the Renaisssance. It still looks fresh, angry, and slightly scary. 
(Picasso said it scared him at first). It is tough, direct and and almost cruel. It is a painting 
that plays with colour and shapes only loosely derived from the real world. It indicates the tor-
rent of innovation that was to follow...It is the painting that signalled a step-change in Art. It 
has been called the first painting of the Twentieth Century.



Piet Mondrian: Avond (Evening) The Red Tree 1908 (Mondrian photo-portrait from 1895). This work 
by Mondrian marks the beginning of a fascinating series of paintings that progressively reduce a 
figurative drawing of an apple tree to an abstraction, as the painter abstracts and reduces his 
paintings to a  set of horizontal and vertical marks. Mondrian, in search of a visual language to 
describe the perfection of the Theosophist vision of sublime harmony, gradually develops his sig-
nature compositions after several years of his meditative Tree studies (1908-1915). This series 
of paintings superbly illustrates the developing work and the painstaking technique of this Dutch 
artist - the almost scientific dissection of the organic, in a brilliant set of paintings, and its 
staged abstraction to the primaeval masculine and feminine strokes that became the basis of Mon-
drians later rectilinear, abstract, De Stijl work.



Sergei Diaghilev: Ballets Russes 1909 (Leon Bakst costume design). In 1909 Diaghilev took a company 
headed by Nijinsky and Anna Pavlova to Paris, where the dance troupe were a sensation. Diaghilev 
immediately formed the Ballet Russes and ran it until his death in 1929. Diaghilev attracted the 
best dancers, artists, designers and composers, including Picasso, Cocteau, Stravinsky, and Bakst.



Sergei Mikhailovitch Prokudin-Gorsky: Colour photo-documentary of the Russian Empire 1909.Between 
1909 and 1912, and again in 1915, he photographed a wide range of subjects over eleven regions of 
Russia - then as now stretching from the Baltic to the Pacific and the Arctic Ocean to the central 
Asian steppes -  travelling and working in a specially equipped railway car, provided by the Czar. 
Prokudin devised his own colour photography system - somewhat akin to Lumiere’s Autochrome.



Girgio de Chirico: Melancholy and Mystery of a Street 1910. The powerful impact of mixing perspec-
tives, of using distorted silhouettes and shadows hinting at other presences, stark chiaroscuro, 
car-free streets, frozen moments, can’t fail to impress. Some surrealists seem directly influenced 
by de Chirico (Paul Delvaux for example), and try to capture his mix of oneiric triggers - those 
half-remembered images from dreams and hypnagogic visions. All brilliantly illuminated in a kind of 
Noon twilight, with mysterious arcades, towers and statues, these paintings experiment with a range 
of simple effects, but each image speaks volumes. This is the essence of the poetic vision.



Louis Feuillade: Fantomas 1913. Louis Feuillade was one of the most interesting and important di-
rectors of this early development of Film - Fantomas is a serial - adapted from the books by Pierre 
Souvestre and Marcel Allai, which by 1913 totalled 28 novels. The story of the king of crime, the 
anti-hero Fantomas - master of disguise, and his nemesis Inspector Juve and the ace reporter Jerome 
Fandor kept France enthralled for several years, and were locally versioned in the US and UK and 
other countries. The surrealists attached much importance to the popular genres developed in the 
silent movie era, regarding the silent film as a medium for projecting interior fantasies, dreams 
and myths for collective consumption. Fantomas was an especial favourite, championed first by Guil-
laume Appolinaire, who with Max Jacob founded the Societe des Amis de Fantomas in 1913. Later the 
poet Blaise Cendrar, Jean Cocteau, Robert Desnos and Yves Tanguy - and many others in the Surreal-
ist camp, either praised Fantomas, or even incorporated Fantomas motifs in their work. The critic 
Francis Lacassin noted: “there was an overflowing of the fantastic into daily life which seems to 
have had an affinity with surrealist preoccupations - an insolent challenge to aesthetic and social 
taboos, a relentless demystification, an historical continuity with what André Breton called dark 
humor. And above all, objective chance....” See also Feuillade: Judex (1916), Les Vampires (1915



Walter Gropius: Fagus Factory 1913. Walter Gropius worked together with Adolf Mayer on this factory 
building which has become an important icon of Modernist architecture. It was the first building in 
which most of the facade is glass - it has no brick or steel columns supporting the corners. Hang-
ing the entire fenestration as an apron over the steel-frame construction has become so commonplace 
in architecture, that it is difficult to understand the impact this building had in 1913. Gropius 
went on to become director of the most famous art school of our time: The Bauhaus. It is very im-
portant to visit and walk around Gropius’ buildings - there is a fabulous sense of ‘rightness’ in 
his use of space and in the proportions of his work, that you cannot realise from the photographs 
alone. There is a good example of Gropius’ wotk in Chelsea - 66 Church Street (opposite the Chelsea 
Arts Club) which is also an aesthetic feast, from 1936. In the 1920s, Gropius and the International 
Style emanating from the Bauhaus were mercilessly lampooned by the traditionalists - there is an 
hilarious example of this in Evelyn Waugh’s Decline and Fall (1928) where Gropius is characterised 
as Professor Silenus. “He had first attracted Mrs Beste-Chetwynde’s attention with the rejected de-
sign for a chewing-gum factory which had been produced in a progressive Hungarian quarterly.”



Emil Otto Hoppé: Vaslav Nijinsky as Rose in Le Spectre de la Rose 1914. This startling portrait of 
the world famous Vaslav Njinsky reveals something of the dancer’s complex character. His diaries, 
edited by Joan Acocella and published in 1995, are a further revelation of this enormously self-
obsessed genius, who became famous for his performances with Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, and signed 
his poems and missives as God Njinsky. The Anglo-German Hoppé was, during this period, the most 
famous photographic portrait artist, working in London, (making portraits of Einstein, Marinetti, 
Ezra Pound etc); but it is this trans-gender full-frontal of Nijinsky - the dancer who helped make 
the Ballets Russes world famous, that pierces with its acuity and insight into his character. Self-
portrait by Hoppé (1910), coloured by Loredana Crupi.



Max Fleischer: Rotoscope patent 1914. Max Fleischer – the animator later responsible for Betty 
Boop, Talkartoons and Popeye among many other cartoons – invented this rotoscoping rig in 1914. 
The patent drawing depicts a back-projection rostrum that projects single-frames from a live-action 
motion-picture onto a translucent glass/plexiglass screen. Animators could then trace-off complex 
movements. The idea of tracing live action as an animation tool led to the intricate special ef-
fects and compositing technologies in use today. Fleischer’s partner, brother Dave, created a com-
posite-live-action+animation short film Mechanical Doll in 1922, Max also developed Talkartoons on-
screen bouncing-ball sing-along lyrics in the 1920s. In the 1990s Macromedia Director introduced an 
‘onion-skin’ viewing mode to assist in making rotoscope and cel-animation frames, and the technique 
is widely used in digital compositing, linking CGI and cel-animation with live-action film sequences



Louis Feuillade: Les Vampires 1915. Louis Feuillade is the director who made a highly successful 
series of film serials - 12 parts at around 45 minutes each - that were released into theatres and 
cinemas weekly and are characterised as a format with each episode ending in a cliffhanger that 
left audiences wanting more. There were many hundreds of serials in the silent era and indeed right 
up to the 1950s and 1960s, when I saw several each week at the Saturday Morning Matinee at the Re-
gent Cinema in Freshwater - a treat for us kids at 6d (3p) a time + 3d for an ice-cream! - We saw 
Prince Valiant, Captain Video - many others... These serials were a huge commercial success too - 
guaranteeing cinemas a captive audience, and allowing film-makers to amortise their production costs 
over several - or several dozen episodes (for example, the Kalem Company’s The Hazards of Helen 
(1914-1917) consisted of 119 episodes (of c12 minutes each), making it at 23.8 hours the long-
est non-feature film ever produced). So these serials helped establish a regular cinema-going habit 
across the West - in Europe, Britain and the Americas, in the period when just as many movies were 
being made outside the USA. The First World War (1914-1917) devastated much of the European film 
business, and consequently we saw the rise and ultimate domination of the Americans. Feuillade’s 
Vampires is about a criminal gang who call themselves Vampires - and affect their costumes too...



Lev Kuleshov: The Kuleshov Effect 1915. Lev Kuleshov was a Russian film-director and originator of 
montage theory. His discovery - called the Kuleshov Effect - was that seeing two film clips present-
ed sequentially, the viewer would derive her own interpretation of their relationship. Kuleshove 
demonstrated this by editing clips of the actor Ivan Mosjoukine (above right) together with clips 
of a bowl of soup, a smiling baby, a girl in a coffin, a woman reclining on a divan (see above). 
Audience responses typically praised Mosjoukine for brilliant acting as they thought they perceived 
his reaction to the accompanying images. The important point here is that the audience bring their 
own meanings to these juxtapositions - its what the Surrealists came to realise a decade later - 
in Lautreamont’s phrase: that image juxtapositions could be “as beautiful as the chance encounter 
between a sewing machine and an umbrella on an operating table.’ Kuleshov made some 20 films up to 
1943 (see The Extraordinary Adventures of Mr. West in the Land of the Bolsheviks (1924), and his 
the Kuleshov Effect informed much of Soviet Montage Theory.



Charlie Chaplin and Edna Purviance: A Burlesque on Carmen (hand-coloured) 1916. Chaplin became the 
most famous film star of the Silent era. He became enormously wealthy, remained left-wing throughout 
his life (even through the McCarthy anti-communist witch-hunt in the 1950s), was an innovator not 
just in his comedy, stage-craft and film-making but also in creating United Artists (with Pickford, 
Fairbanks and Griffiths). He was one of the first Silent stars to creatively take total control over 
his art (and in this way pre-figures what the Beatles did in the late-60s - wresting control from 
the Record Companies). But it is his comedic pathos that affects me most. He portrayed the common 
man in the face of massive social and industrial change - grounding our fears and our anxieties in 
his optimism, his matter-of-fact logic and his portrayal of human desires, passions and prejudices.



Emmy Hennings + Hugo Ball: Cabaret Voltaire (Swiss DADA) 1916. In the face of almost universal War 
fever, a theatrical bohemian called Hugo Bsll and his wife set up a nightclub for anti-war in-
tellectuals and avant garde artists who have decided to sit out the War in Switzerland. The DADA 
movement grew from this humble beginning. “In 1914, when I was thinking over the plan for a new 
theatre, I was convinced of this: a theatre which experiments beyond the realm of day to day preoc-
cupations. Europe paints, composes and writes verse in a new way. A fusion, not merely of all art, 
but of all regenerative ideas. The background of colours, words and sounds must be brought out from 
the subconcious and given life, so that it engulfs everyday life and all it’s misery.” In 1915, 
Hugo Ball became the chief organiser of the Cabaret Voltaire, a club that attracted expatriot art-
ists and intellectuals in Zurich to escape the war. Ball wrote: “I was sure that there must be a 
few young people in Switzerland who like me were interested not only in enjoying their independence 
but giving proof of it. Cabaret Voltaire, which has as it’s sole purpose to draw attention, across 
the barriers of war and nationalism, to the few independent spirits who live for other ideals”



Wentworth Darcy Thompson: On Growth and Form 1917. In possibly the last era which tolerated ama-
teur science, Wentworth Darcy Thompson published his treatise on the mathematics of growth and form 
in nature.. His central thesis was that biologists had placed too much emphasis on evolution as 
the determinant in the growth and development of organisms, and not enough emphasis on the role of 
Mechanics and other fundamental Physical Laws. In his profusely illustrated book, Thompson clear-
ly showed the relationship between form and function, providing a scientific basis for much of the 
rationale of the new  ‘machine-age’ design of the Bauhaus and post-Bauhaus period. Thompson was 
the man who pointed out that sea-shells and other natural spiral forms conform to the logic of the 
Fibonacci sequence. His work on mathematical transformations (see the fish drawings above), inspired 
many computer-graphics pioneers. But overall the book is inspiring because of its intensely de-
scriptive, observational nature - Thompson does not explain or hypothesise, simply draws the pic-
tures, works out the probable math, and we get carried away by drawing our own conclusions...



George Grosz: Metropolis 1917. Der Neue Sachlichkeit - the New Realism was a reaction to the Great 
War, and a harsh satire of the military-industrial class that had supported it. Along with Max 
Beckman and Otto Dix, George Grosz was one of the leading German artists of the post-war period. 
An Americanophile, emigrating to the United States in 1932, Grosz had read American literature as a 
youth. He joined the Communist Party in 1919, and his ferocious commentary on German society can be 
seen as a plea for social justice, an acidic comment on the new cities,and a denunciation of war.



Max Fleischer: Rotoscoping (patent drawing) 1917 + Out of the Inkwell (animation/live-action se-
ries  from 1918) The idea of tracing live action as an animation tool led to the intricate special 
effects and compositing technologies in use today. Dave and Max - the Fleischer brothers - play a 
key role in the history of animation, not only in the invention of rotoscoping, but in  develop-
ment of ‘karaoke’-style on-screen bouncing-ball lyrics in the 1920s, and of course their Koko the 
Clown (1923) and the origin and development of Betty Boop (1930) as an animation character who 
epitomised the Roaring Twenties - the Jazz Age. Featured here is the extension of Fleischer’s roto-
scope technique in their Out of the Inkwell series of cartoons (from 1918 - 1929) that integrated 
cel animation with live-action and rotoscoping in a totally original way. These films usually began 
with live-action of Max Fleischer at his drawing board, and beginning to sketch, then his drawings 
are animated and composited to combine animation and live-action sequences. The comic-artist Winsor 
McCay had invented this format (combining live-action and animation) in his Little Nemo and Gertie 
the Dinosaur presentations and films of around 1913. The idea of rotoscoping was revived again by 
Disney in the highly successful composite feature  Who Framed Roger Rabbit (1988) and more recently 
in digital rotoscoping by various artists including Richard Linklater (A Scanner Darkly 2006), and 
has become a core ingredient of motion graphics, special effects and general post-production.



JJP Oud + Gerrit Reitveld : De Stijl 1917. De Stijl (The Style) is a name used to describe the work 
of a group of Dutch artists mainly between 1917 and 1931. It is also the name of the magazine De 
Stijl, edited by the painter, designer and critic Theo van Doesburg, which became the chief vehi-
cle for evangelising his group and their work (which was also called neoplasticism). De Stijl is 
characterised by strict rectilinearity and primary colours, and included architecture, graphics, 
product design, furniture, and painting. The purity and clarity of this large body of work from the 
leading Dutch artists and designers of the time is startling. Every art student is familiar with 
the sequence of drawings and paintings  illustrating the gradual abstraction of Mondrian’s work 
beginning with the impressionist Cherry Tree and rigorously abstracting and reducing to the sparse 
framework of his fabulous rectilinear paintings, with their neo-religious (Theosophist) purity. Re-
itveldt’s furniture sacrifices functionality to the rigid De Stijl aesthetic, as did van der Leck’s 
paintings and Reitveldt and JJP Oud’s architectural visions. I love this work because there’s an 
almost algorithmic ‘computer-generated’ feel about it - it is a pure, abstract  ‘machine art’ play-
ing with 2d and 3d space, primary colours and harmonious almost mathematical proportions and Golden 
Sections. Oud’s design for Cafe de Unie (Rotterdam, 1925) marries graphics with rectilinear form.



Alvin Langdon Coburn: Ezra Pound 1917. An American who lived much of the time in Great Britain, Co-
burn’s career mapped the history of photography becoming art – in the period of the Belle Epoque – 
1890-1910. He was an adept pictorialist, and was invited to join the elite pictorialist photograph-
ic club – the  Linked Ring, he exhibited at the Royal Photographic Society, he studied in Paris 
with Edward Steichen and Robert Demachy, and worked with Gertrude Kasebier in New York. His images 
are featured several times in the pictorialist journal Camera Work, and he exhibited at The Little 
Gallery of the Photo-Secession. In 1917 he met the poet  Ezra Pound and, inspired by Vorticism – a 
short-lived post-Cubist English art movement somewhat related to Marinetti’s Futurism (what a tan-
gle of ‘isms’ there are at this time) – Coburn made some very successful portraits like this one of 
Ezra Pound, as well as a series of 18 virtually abstract photographs, that he called Vortographs.
During this period, he also made some of the first purely ‘abstract’ photographs.



Sergei Diaghilev + Eric Satie + Pablo Picasso + Léonide Massine: Parade for the Ballets Russes 
1917. This eye-popping experiment in what Guillaume Apollinaire described as ‘a kind of surreal-
ism’ (the first modern use of the word), was written by the poet (and later film-maker) Jean Coc-
teau, music by Eric Satie (his first ballet), costumes and sets by Picasso, with Leonide Massine 
choreographer and principal dancer (Vaslav Njinsky had left Ballets Russes at the outbreak of the 
World War). The whole was produced by the brilliant impresario Sergei Diaghilev. Parade was based 
upon an idea by Cocteau - a group of circus performers parade along the streets drumming up busi-
ness for their big-top performance. With cubist-like costumes, stage-sets and the famous ‘curtain’ 
(above left) by Picasso, the eerie, atonal music of Satie, with its score containing non-musical 
(non-traditional) noise-making instruments like foghorns, typewriters clacking, a pistol shot etc). 
the premiere performance was not to everyone’s taste and part of the audience erupted in near-riot 
before the applause of the majority drowned their dissent. Satie was sued, and Cocteau jailed for 
calling their principle critic ‘an arse’ in court. A fine beginning for the Surrealists a few years 
later. Picasso’s cardboard cubist costumes (above right) must have made dancing very difficult...



Paul Klee: Night Flowers 1918. Klee is widely considered to be the master draftsman and master art 
teacher of the Modernist movement. His famous notebooks and Pedagogical Sketchbook (1925) of his 
teaching practices at the Bauhaus were considered by Herbert Read to the ‘principia aesthetica’ of 
20th century art/design. He was an apostle of drawing, saying he liked to ‘take a line for a walk’.



Edward Wadsworth: Dazzle Ships in Dry Dock at Liverpool (1919)+ Norman Wilkinson: Dazzle Camouflage 
c1916. In 1917, a young lieutentant in the Royal Navy, Norman Wilkinson, who was also a marine art-
ist, invented the idea of ‘Dazzle’ camouflage in an attempt to reduce the number of merchant ships 
destroyed by u-boat. This type of camouflage differed from others like ‘Blending’ where it is hard 
to distinguish the foreground from the background and ‘Mimicry’- where the foreground object adopts 
colouring or pattern from other items in the environment (as a Zebra uses stripes in the long Pam-
pas grass, or as a Giraffe uses dappled spots in the tree cover of its habitat). Disruptive or Daz-
zle camouflage on the other hand, is a mix of dissociated patterns applied to the object in order 
to confuse the pattern-recognition faculty of the brain. By the end of 1918, Dazzle camouflage had 
been applied to about 2500 British, and 1500 US boats. In the US Frederick Waugh and Everett Warner 
- both artists working for the US Navy, developed Wilkinson’s ideas. (Their contribution to Dazzle 
camouflage has been superbly documented by Roy R. Behrens in his book False Colours Art Design and 
Modern Camouflage 2002). Portrait of Wilkinson by Roy, his son.



Vladimir Tatlin: Maquette for a Monument to the Third International 1919. The ex-seaman Tatlin 
became one of the leading Constructivists, and achieved fame with this architectural project - a 
‘virtual prototype’ that was never built. A tower 1300 feet (396 metres) high, the monument had 
three main geometrical components - a cube, a tetrahedon and a cylinder. The Cube was to revolve 
once a year, the tetrahedon once a month and the cylinder once a day - a new constructivist model 
of the World.. I saw a reconstruction of Tatlin’s Monument at The Polytechnic of Central London 
School of Architecture sometime in the 1970s - about 50 feet high it gave just an inkling of what 
the full-size tower might have looked like. And it was still spectacular at this scale. The idea 
of the geometric primitives encased in a soaring, aspirational helix, and the intention that the 
topmost cylinder should be a communications station, broadcasting radio, telegraphy, film and other 
‘new media’ to spread the message of the Bolshevik revoloution to the entire world, makes it very 
appropriate for a collection of media inspirations. (see also Vladimir Shukhov: Moscow Radio Tower)



John Heartfield + George Grosz: Life and Work in the Universal City 12.05 Noon + Dada Merica 1919. 
Helmut Herzfelde, son of a Marxist and Trade Union leader, had worked as a designer between art 
school in Munich and Berlin, and during the war contributed to Die Nieue Jugend, an art journal ed-
ited by his brother. Drafted into the army for military war service, he meets George Grosz. In 1916 
in protest at the war he changes his name to John Heartfield. His contributions to Die Nieue Jugend, 
begin to include fragments of printed photographs and graphics (type and image). This new style of 
work in which drawings are annotated with cut-out photographs and magazine reproductions, is later 
called photo-montage. The motorised noises, visual cacaphony and blitzkrieg of imagery that we as-
sociate with the Modern City was still new to our sensorium in the early 20th century. Many artists 
in the first two decades comment upon the City and record their reactions to urban life. Here Heart-
field and Grosz include several references to the impact of the mass consumerism and mass media on 
city life. The phone, the motor-car, cinema, neon, Film strips, movie posters appear in the city-
scape - as well as including references to DADA - the German branch of which Grosz, Dix, Schwitters 
and others form during the War. Photomontage becomes a signature technique of the Dada group. Here 
it’s used brilliantly to evoke the simultaniety and the rushing complexity of life in the City...



Robert Wiene: The Cabinet of Dr Caligari 1920 Wiene transposed the characteristically Mid-European 
Expressionist art style into the cinema, and created a revolutionary film and a new genre (German 
Expressionism), Caligari had hand-crafted distorted-cubist  sets, lights that were painted on to 
backdrops, theatrical makeup and a disturbing psychological twist in the storyline. Made on a low 
budget in post War Berlin, Wiene’s Caligari was hugely influential - on German Cinema and (later) 
on the Film Noir genre. Conrad Veidt plays Cesare the central character.



Oscar Micheaux: Within Our Gates (1920).In the 1920s, Afro Americans lived in the wake of Birth 
of a Nation, DW Griffith’s apparent eulogy of white suprematism, and white racism was still a ma-
jor issue in the USA, with separate categories for Black-oriented media - ‘Race Records’, ‘Race 
Films’ etc. Micheaux has become a hero in the struggle against Racism - author, producer and di-
rector of over 40 films (1919-1948). The first black director to make both silent and sound films, he 
deals with contemporary Afro-American life - the struggle to establish a career in white-dominated 
society, and the vulnerability of coloured women to abuse from men. Within Our Gates is seen by 
some as Michaux’s response to Birth of a Nation (1915). It deals with several issues of great mo-
ment then (and now) - equality of opportunity, class structures with black society, urbanisation 
and its effects on the black, post-slavery community, schools for African-American and mixed race 
children. Of course, the film was very controversial, banned in some (white) theatres, but general-
ly lauded by the black community as a first step in the quest to express an authentic black voice.



Lewis Hine: Steam Fitter 1920. Hine was a sociologist, photographer and social reformer, following 
a tradition begun by pioneers John Thompson and Jacob Riis, using his camera to document child-
workers and manual labourers, like the socialist-inspired image above.



Kurt Schwitters: Merz 163 (with Woman Sweating) 1920.Schwitters studied alongside Otto Dix and 
George Grosz and was associated at this time with the DADAists. He was famous for his collages (he 
called them Merz) - art made from contemporary detritus - an extension of DADAist ant-art.



Piet Mondrian: Composition Red Yellow Blue 1921. I love how Mondrian’s cool Zen-like (actual-
ly Theosophist-like) meditations on the spatial tensions  of the rectangle (and occasionally the 
diamond) are seemingly simple, yet always intriguing, always harmonious - as if he has found some 
other Golden Section of harmony..and he’s saying ‘Here it is. It’s that simple.” 



Karel Capek: Rossum’s Universal Robots (1921). Capek invents the word Robot and crafts a play that 
amplifies the emerging man-machine dialectic into a science-fiction set in the near future - a play 
about an organic robots (we now call them cyborgs) that inspired Isaac Asimov 20 years later..



Lazlo Moholy Nagy: Ein Lichtspiel- Schwartz/Weiss/Grau 1922. The Lichtspiele (light-Game) was an 
abstract motion machine constructed by Moholy Nagy at the Bauhaus in order that he could project 
lights onto it and film their inifinite reflections as the machine moved and its various components 
revolved and created new patterns, refractions and reflections. Schwartz/Weiss/Grau - Black-White-
Grey was the title he gave to the films he made. They were projected live at the Tate Modern a few 
years ago. Moholy Nagy had written enthusiastically about his idea of Total Theatre in 1924 - a 
theatre without actors, with machinery replacing stage-sets - and Lichtspiele was an experiment in 
pursuit of this idealised form - a machine-age extension of Wagner’s Gesamptkunstwerk (1849).



Oskar Schlemmer: Das Triadische Ballett 1922. Schlemmer taught at the Bauhaus art school between 
1921-1929, and this ballet was the most important avant garde dance work produced there - nota-
ble for its revolutionary costume designs - they seem somewhat influenced by the fashion designs of 
Emilie Floge (Gustav Klimt’s companion and muse). Schlemmer wanted to re-situate the human figure 
as the centre of performance art, and to marry this with the abstract costumes that were a legacy 
of Picasso’s costumes for Diaghilev’s Parade (1917). A triumph of multimedia performance.



Alexander Rodchenko + Vladimir Mayakovsky: The Best Nipple (advert) 1923. What a team! Rodchenko - 
leading graphic artist of the Constructivists; Mayakovsky - the key poet of the Revolution - join 
together in Advertising Constructor to create adverts for the State-industries of Civil War Russia 
- this startling poster was a first fruit of their partnership - Mayakovsky writing the copy.



Fernand Leger: Three Women 1921. How fresh and contemporary Leger’s paintings are, even viewed 
from our image-blitzed 24-frames/sec, realtime multiple media present. Here Leger takes a very 
traditional (indeed Classical) subject and represents it to us through his machine-calibrated vi-
sion - a superb decoratif, post-Cubist painting, replete with stylised black cat. The overt com-
mentary is perhaps how our machine-culture is shaping us humans, how we were becoming robotic as 
we served the 24-hour cycle of factory shifts...but Leger’s vision was much more utopian - an ex-
pression of the Modernist faith that art, design and industry together could transform the world. 
He is the link between Cubism and 1920s design (l’art decoratif).



Alexander Rodchenko: Poster for Kino-Eye 1924. Rodchenko is the Soviet master of design, his post-
ers for Kino-Eye and radical film-makers of this time, (Eisenstein, Vertov etc) are masterpieces of 
strong - visual-photo-graphic - communication. He has had an enormous influence on graphic design.



George Antheil (composer) + Fernand Leger + Dudley Murphy (dirs): Ballet Macanique 1924. Ballet 
Mecanique predates the other famous experimental film of this period (Vertov: Man With A Movie Cam-
era - 1929), and Murphy and Leger - with the help of artist-photographer Man Ray - invent many of 
the techniques and camera-angles later deployed by Vertov. But it’s the fusion of Anthiel’s revo-
lutionary music and the syncopated imagery that impress and inspire. It’s always difficult - maybe 
impossible - to understand the sensibility of times past - to imagine what it was like to see this 
film in 1924. As viewers, we have become sophisticated, and satiated with rapid-cut commercials, TV 
and Film. But this must have been wildly radical at the time... “Murphy had a kind of radar for 
breaking cultural scenes—Greenwich Village, Jazz-Age Paris, Harlem  at the height of the renais-
sance, early Hollywood. Man Ray, Ezra Pound, and architect Richard Neutra were just a few of his 
collaborators. He talked montage theory with Sergei Eisenstein and got drunk with James Joyce. The 
only surviving North American mural by Mexican master David Alfaro Siqueiros was painted on the 
walls of his back garden.” from Susan Delson: Dudley Murphy Holloywood Wild Card (2006)



Rudolf Koppitz: Movement Study c1925 (with self-portrait-nude). The Photo-Secessionist Koppitz re-
sponded to the Twenties zeitgeist with a series of remarkable nudes - nudes as it were seen in an 
ambience of symbolism - striking images celebrating life, beauty and freedom...



Josephine Baker: La Revue Negre 1925. The American-born singer and performer Josephine Baker opened 
her show La Revue Negre at the Teatre des Champs Elysees, Paris in 1925, and she became an over-
night success, instantly notorious for her erotic dancing and nearly-nude stage performance. During 
the same time, the Exposition des Arts Decoratifs opened (the show that gave us the moderne (now 
called ‘art deco’) style, which also marked renewed interest in so-called primitive art and ritual 
- African and Polynesian art and carvings. Baker‘s Revue Negre was thus perfectly contextualised 
and endorsed. She was called The Black Venus, and known affectionately as La Baker in France, which 
became her adopted home. She went on to become the first Afro-American woman to star in a major mo-
tion picture (Zouzou 1934), to have a national hit record in France J’ai deux amours” (1931), to 
racially integrate a concert hall, and to become an entertainer known throughout the world. During 
World War 2, she worked with the Resistance, earning the Legion d’Honneur from the French...



Louis Armstrong:Hot Five recordings 1925-1928. Few musicians have so characterised a genre as Lou-
is Armstrong (Satchmo). His genius was as a phenomenal jazz horn (cornet and trumpet) player, as a 
great vocalist, and as a global  evangeliser of jazz . His style of improvised solos was to impact 
on jazz, leading the way for the Bebop revolution of the early 1940s and beyond. I think that the 
Hot Five recordings of 1925/26 are the best introduction to his genius. His talent in ‘variat-
ing the melody’ or improvising solos is brilliantly illustrated in these recordings. The original 
Hot Five comprised Johnny St. Cyr (Guitar and Banjo), Lil Hardin Armstrong (piano), Kid Ory (trom-
bone), and Johnny Dodds (clarinet). (Sleeve art is by Jim Flora c1950)



Lotte Reiniger: The Adventures of Prince Achmed 1926. Lotte Reiniger developed her cut-out silhou-
ette animation technique in 1919, and in partnership with her cinematographer and producer hus-
band Carl Koch, from 1923-1926 made  the first feature-length animations: The Adventures of Prince 
Achmed, which still stands as a landmark in animation history. While clearly a development of 18th 
century silhouette portraiture and the 19th century cardboard children’s toy theatre shows, it is 
the astonishing handicraft of her animation technique, and her visual storytelling, that make her 
work very special. Marrying an 18th century art form with the latest 20th century technology of 
frame-by-frame animation, Reiniger infused her characters with a life that some viewers have de-
scribed as ‘more real than live action’. Reininger’s Achmed is the first feature-length animated 
movie - a decade before Disney’s Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937).It’s on youtube - watch it!



Robert Florey: The Love of Zero 1927. This is a delightful reminder of Florey’s early canon - 
a quasi expressionist/cubist/surrealist short film that is essentially a fairy-tale love story, 
and that plays with all the avant-garde film techniques of the time - multiple exposures, dou-
ble exposures(above right), kaleidoscopic use of mirrors, expressionist sets and lighting (above 
left), and much more. The Franco-American Florey is best known for his other experimental short 
of this time: The Life and Death of 9413--a Hollywood Extra (1928) and his feature Murders on the 
Rue Morgue (1932) - a film that has been compared favorably to Robert Weine’s Cabinet of Dr Cali-
gari (1920). Florey went on to become possibly ‘the best director of B-Movies’, notable for his 
Hollywood Boulevard (1936), King of Gamblers (1937), and Dangerous to Know (1938). I like Florey’s 
experimentalist absorption in hand-crafted set-design expressionism a-la-Caligari, his casting of 
Tamara Shavrova as Beatrix and Joseph Marievsky as Zero, and of course, his romantic flair.



Abel Gance: Napoleon 1927. Abel Gance was a singular genius of the silent film era, a director who, 
according to silent film historian Kevin Brownlow “covers every aspect of motion-picture produc-
tion”. And Napoleon is his masterpiece. It is significant in film and media history: it contains a 
wealth of innovative camera shots (chest-mounted cameras, saddle-mounted cameras) including big 
closeups, and three-screen panoramas and montages. And it is most modern in its rapid cutting. Ac-
cording to Brownlow: “Gance wanted to hurl the spectator into the action” - and the scene that ex-
emplifies this is the chase across Corsica where the camera is extremely mobile, intercutting pans 
and big-closeups as well as tracking shots, to create a tremendously engaging sequence. Apparently 
Gance did not have the benefit of a Moviola (film-viewer) for editing, and would stick his film clips 
to a large window in order to edit his tryptich sequences. This is probably the first multi-screen 
film - creating a fascinating technique for non-linear story-telling that was not to be revisited 
until the late 1960s (The Thomas Crown Affair (1968), and Woodstock (1970). Eisenstein is said to 
have thanked Gance for his inspirational cutting technique.



Louise Brooks: in Pabst’s Pandora’s Box 1929. After an unhappy, sexually abused childhood, Louise 
Brooks began her acting career on the stage of George Whites Scandals, and by 1925 had risen to be 
featured dancer in the famous Zeigfeld Folies. Her breakthrough role was as the sexually liberated 
Lulu in Georg Pabst’s Pandora’s Box. This film of the decadent days of the Weimar Republic (pre-Nazi 
Germany) created Brooks as an icon of the Jazz Age, her bobbed hair, sexy modern clothing, negligi-
ble underwear, her modern attitude - Brooks becomes a cultural icon, inspiring many copyists, and 
fan clubs that still exist today, and of course  inspiring a stylised comic-strip alter ego in the 
form of Betty Boop (1930).



Dziga Vertov: Man With A Movie Camera 1929 (poster by the Stenburgs). Lev Manovich calls this the 
first ‘database movie’:  “Dziga Vertov can be thought of as a major ‘database filmmaker’ of the twen-
tieth century. Man with a Movie Camera is perhaps the most important example of a database imagi-
nation in modern media art.” (Manovich: The Language of New Media 2001) Vertov’s most famous film 
is obviously influenced by the style, form and content of Walter Ruttman’s Berlin Symphony (1927), 
and echoes other films of the ‘city symphony’ genre, such as Strand and Sheeler’s Manhatta (1921). 
Vertov celebrates the versatility of the new light-weight film cameras (such as the Debrie Parvo, 
1927), exploring the idealised Soviet life of the cities of Kiev, Kharkov, Moscow and Odessa...



Max and Dave Fleischer: Betty Boop 1930. In this famous cartoon or ‘talkartoon’ by the Fleischer 
Brothers New York Studio, they bring to life ‘Betty Boop’ - a dizzy flapper who is the very essence 
of the Jazz Age. Originally sketched by Grim Natwick, and developed by Dave Fleischer, Betty was 
modelled on the singer Helen Kane and bares some resemblance to Louise Brooks, the real-life Lulu 
from Pabst’s Pandora’s Box (1929), and of course she’s very like Clara Bow, the original IT girl. 
This is a delightful piece of animation and character development, stopping just the right side of 
bad taste, that captured audiences in the 20s and 30s, and was revived in the 1960s by the college 
hippie community. Max was producer, Dave director/animator. Betty was the first pin-up of cartoons.



Rudolf Arnheim: Film As Art 1932. The German-born Arnheim was a perceptual psychologist and an 
historian of art and media. He argued that visual perception gives us the primary means for under-
standing the universe, and that perception is inextricably linked to the process of thinking, and 
importantly that art is another way of thinking. “After more than eight decades, Rudolph Arnheim’s 
small book of film theory remains one of the essential works in defining film art, understanding film 
less as reproducing the world than as opening up new possibilities for formal play and unexpect-
ed imagery. Anyone serious about film, whether scholar, filmmaker or simply a lover of cinema, must 
take Arnheim seriously.” Tom Gunning, author of The Cinema of Attractions (1986)



Tamara de Lempicka: The Pink Tunic 1933. De Lempicka is one of the most iconic painters of the 
Roaring Twenties. She has been called the Diva of Deco. Her self - portraits, and the pictures of 
her lesbian and bisexual friends during the 1920s and 1930s, are fabulous visual poems about the 
glamour and style of her sexually emancipated, Italian dolce vita. 



Paul Otlet: Traite de Documentation + The Munduneum 1934. The late 1920’s and 1930s were a fervent 
period of activity in what was then called ‘Documentalism’ (and that nowadays we call Informa-
tion Science), with the main interest then being the potential of microfilm as an information com-
pression, storage and retrieval medium. (A grainless microfilm was demonstrated at the 1925 In-
ternational Congress of Photography, theoretically capable of storing 1 million bits/sq mm). The 
Americans and Europeans were busy both speculating upon, and exploring the potential of microfilm 
technology. In 1927, Emmanuel Goldberg developed the automatic electronic retrieval of microfilm 
images  with his Statistical Machine, a little later, there was Vannevar Bush’s work on Microfiche 
Readers at Kodak, H.G. Wells speculations on the World Brain, and last but certainly not least, 
Paul Otlet’s spectacular work of futurecasting. His Traite de Documentation is a masterpiece of 
informed speculation and prescient insight into the future of information science and the technol-
ogies that would evolve to support it. He hints at hypermedia, interactive television, metadata, a 
world-wide web, and much more that we have become familiar with in last decade or two.



Dave and Max Fleischer: Betty Boop in Snow White (1932). The Fleischers were great innovators in 
the animation arts and technologies, and here they steal Disney’s thunder with their 1933 treat-
ment of the fairy-tale Snow White. Disney’s Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs - a feature-length 
version -  followed in 1937. Fairy stories with their roots in European culture made a sympatico 
subject for American immigrant audiences, many learning English for the first time...



Otto + Marie Neurath: Isotypes 1936. With the artist Gerd Arntz, the Neurath’s created a brilliant 
information-design system especially to humanise the illustration of complex statistics and other 
quantitative data. Their rationalisation of Isotypes (International System of TYpographic Picture 
Education) into an information-design system has had a profound impact in this field, not least in 
the utilisation of simple icons and other symbols in the field of human-computer interface design 
- initially implemented by Alan Kay and the Xerox PARC team in the Xerox Alto interface (1973) - 
the office-computer system that inspired the Apple Liza and Apple Mac in the early 1980s.There were 
significant breakthroughs in information science and in information design in the 1930s and 1940s. 
In the science side (how to store, retrieve and visualise vast quantities of information), both 
Vannevar Bush and the Belgian Paul Otlet developed schema that had a lasting impact on our modern 
media - Bush with his idea for a ‘Memex’ (1945)- memory-extension machine, and Otlet with the idea 
of a world-wide information system - a Mundunaeum (1934). On the design side, Harry Beck’s sche-
matic design for the London Underground Map (1933) is one, and the Neurath’s Isotypes another.



Charlie Chaplin: Modern Times 1936. This was a significant film for Chaplin, and is regarded gener-
ally as one of his best films. It is significant because it is his first sound movie - although he 
did not use synchronised ‘lip-synch’ sound, but experimented with all kinds of ‘machine-mediated’ 
synchronised tracks. It was also the last film to feature his Tramp character (Chaplin was con-
vinced that the Tramp should never be heard talking); and it was the most politically cogent of 
his films - the implied critique of an over-industrialised culture careless of the needs and even 
the lives of the workers necessary to feed the insatiable production lines - production lines that 
in one sequence keep going faster and faster with Chaplin for ever hurrying to  catch up. This 
particular scene had featured in Rene Clair’s A Nous la Liberte, and the French company sued Chap-
lin twice for breach of copyright, later settling out of court. (Clair was a fan of Caplin’s any-
way, and flattered by his ‘homage’). Although criticised for being essentially another silent movie 
(still using script placards to describe dialogue), this is an iconic ‘machine age’ film, sympa-
thetically exagerrating and satirising, and  of course revealing, the hardships of workers on the 
new production lines introduced by Henry Ford in the 1920s to mass produce his cars (this was 
called ‘Fordism’ at the time). Like many of Chaplin’s films it also combines a great deal of hilar-
ious comedic slapstick 9see the ‘eating machine’ sequence) and a seemingly impossible romance.



Walt Disney: Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 1937. This was the first of Walt Disney’s full-length 
animated features. It is based on a fairy-story from those collected together by Jakob and Wilhelm 
Grimm (the Brothers Grimm). Their collections brought many stories to the public in print (these 
tales were widely known in the oral tradition), including Snow White, Rapunzel, Sleeping Beauty, 
Cinderella, Hansel and Gretel, and Rumpelstiltkin. It was Disney’s genius to see that the illus-
tration of these (public-domain!) stories as animated films would be enormously successful with 
U.S. audiences, many of whom had strong European ties or were recent immigrants from Europe. Snow 
White is a tour de force of contemporary cel-animation, - a combination of delightfully illus-
trated characters, sophisticated cel-animation technique, evocative backgrounds and ‘flats’, great 
dialogue, music and voices, and above all - a dramatic retelling and remediation of the original 
story. Disney showed that animation can illustrate and animate the deep psychological roots of 
fairy stories - stories that evoked terror as well as pleasure in both their adult and young audi-
ences. Animated films like this also worked well with immigrant audiences learning English, much as 
comics like Rudolph Dirks’ The Katzenjammer Kids (1897) had done for earlier immigrants.



Albert Percival (A.P.) Rowe: Operational Research 1938. The modern process of research applied in 
the late 1930s to defining the best way to protect Britain from air attack (as the second world war 
loomed), became known as operational research. It is a set of methodologies - a ‘design process’ 
that has become a strategic planning tool. It is based upon a sequence of steps - defining goals, 
setting parameters (etc), research and data collection (etc etc - see diagram above), conditioned 
by continuous feedback,  that results in building simulations or other mathematical models, test-
ing these solutions then implementing them. During the several years following Rowes’s work (with 
Robert Watson Watt, Harold Larnder and others), aspects of operational research were explored in 
great depth, yeilding detailed theories of cybernetics, games-theory, communications-theory (etc). 
These techniques were further explored and developed by the post-war strategic research organisa-
tions like the RAND corporation and the Hudson Institute. Operational Research is the basis of much 
of the strategic planning methods utilised by large corporations, institutions and governments.



James Joyce: Finnegans Wake 1939. (schematic of Finnegans Wake by Lazlo Moholy Nagy 1947).Not Ul-
ysses (1922) but Finnegans Wake. This is it - Joyce’s master work - the book that elicited reviews 
like this: “No one in our century - not Freud, not Thomas Mann, not Levi Strauss - has so brought 
the mythical sense of the world and its eternal figures back into our everyday consciousness.” 
(James Hillman); and this: “Running riddle and fluid answer, Finnegans Wake is a mighty allegory 
of the fall and resurrection of mankind. It is a strange book, a compound of fable, symphony and 
nightmare - a monstrous enigma beckoning imperiously from the shadowy pits of sleep. Its mechanics 
resemble those of a dream, a dream which has freed the author from the necessities of common logic 
and has enabled him to compress all periods of history, all phases of individual and racial devel-
opment, into a circular design, of which every part is beginning, middle and end.” (Joseph Camp-
bell: A Skeleton Key to Finnigans Wake (Introduction) 1947). Finnigans last words: “Finn again! 
Take Bussoftlhee, mememormee! Till thousendsthee. Lips. The keys to. Given! A way a lone a last a 
loved a long the” Joyce: Finnegans Wake p628. Try reading it aloud to yourself - inspirational!



New York World’s Fair Corporation: The New York World’s Fair 1939. I discovered the NY World’s Fair 
at a jumble sale when I was about 15, in the form of beautiful, textured postcards - there were 3 
or 4 of them, with a richly bobbled surface, lurid ‘early Technicolor’ colouring, and futuristic 
buildings - and the American art-deco lettering. They were magical, and conjured visions of the 
grand sophistication of New York in the late 1930s. And the more I discovered about the NYWF later 
in life, the more it intrigued me. It was the first world exposition about the Future - about soar-
ing buildings like the Trilon (700 ft/210 metres high), great domes like the Perisphere containing 
a model ‘city of tomorrow’, multi-lane highways, Electro the robot,Viewmaster stereo-viewers, the 
RCA electronic Television Set (launched at the Fair), the first flourescent lighting, the Vocoder, 
and much else that was just off the drawing board. Of course there was no intimation of the World 
War that began in Europe in 1939, and in America 2 years later. NYWF was a singular trimuph, not 
least in showcasing the enormous potential of imaginative public relations and marketing...



Will Eisner: The Spirit 1940. Will Eisner is widely regarded as a master of comic strip art. Start-
ing in 1940 with the launch of The Spirit, Eisner developed a sophisticated blend of crime-noir and 
surrealism, illustrating his often risque stories in a confident drawing style, with a playfulness 
and innovation that was irrepressible - playing with graphic forms, movie-style framing and scenar-
ios, visual puns and references with a bravura elan that appealed to a more mature comic audience. 



Alan Turing + Gordon Welchman: Decryption Bombe 1940.. The machine that the German armed forces 
(Navy and Army) used to encrypt their secure radio traffic during the 2nd World War was called the 
Enigma. It was a fiendishly complex machine, Enigma could produce something like 10114 combinations 
and it became obvious that the cryptanalysts at Bletchley Park needed some electro-mechanical help 
to decrypt Enigma. Alan Turing and Gordon Welchman  designed a machine - a large calculator spe-
cially designed for decryption that could sort through some of the millions of letter combinations. 
The machines were called Bombes - largely in recognition of the ‘Code Bombs’ built by the Polish 
Decryption team in 1932. By 1941, there were 16 bombes in use. By the end of 1942, this had in-
creased to 49; at the end of 1943, that figure had more than doubled to 99 bombes in operation. By 
May 1945, there were 211 operational machines, requiring nearly 2,000 staff to run. The Bombes, 
though technically only calculators, sowed the seed for the Colossus (one of the first computers) 
built two years later, in 1943.



Sergei Eisenstein: Eisenstein on Disney (1941, published 1986). Eisenstein was so impressed with 
Disney’s work that in 1935, when he was a judge at the Cannes Film Festival, he insisted that Dis-
ney’s Three Little Pigs should get first prize. But it was the general ability of animators to cre-
ate with total artistic (and ‘plasmatic’) freedom that was entrancing Eisenstein. Of course the 
possible synergies between animation and live-action cinematography had surprisingly been realised 
almost from the very beginnings of Film. As early as 1900,  James Stuart Blackton had been employed 
as an artist on one of Thomas Edison’s shorts The Enchanted Drawing (1900) that illustrated this 
potential synergy. Perhaps the live-action film-maker has always envied the freedom of the animator. 
What is so interesting now (2015) is the seamless fusion of computer-generated imagery and live-
action filming - begun in the 1980s and demonstrated now in movies like Avatar and the Marvel films.



Richard Buckminster Fuller: Dymaxion Air-Ocean Map 1943. Fuller’s equal area projection. Fuller 
recasts the Mercator Projection to reveal the new ‘air-ocean’ of the aerospace era...



Sergei Eisenstein: A Sequence from Alexander Nevsky 1943. Sergei Eisenstein’s meticulous analysis 
of a sequence from his film  Alexander Nevsky (1938) correlates shot-frames, musical measures, cam-
era movement, and viewer’s eye movement, in the famous ‘Battle on the Ice’ sequence from the film 
about the mediaeval Russian national hero, establishing Eisenstein’s thesis of the correlation or 
‘complete correspondence of the movement of the music and the movement of the eye over the lines 
of the plastic composition’. I discovered this fascinating diagram as a gatefold bound into Eisen-
stein’s 1943 book The Film Sense. It is a further example of his consideration of film as a total 
or composite medium, and of his constructivist approach to film-making. This meant to me that Ei-
senstein was searching for an algorithmic approach to the multimedia, synaesthetic, immersive - 
and soon to be interactive art of the later 20th century, and the ‘total’ art works that would be 
the norm in the 21st century - art-forms that utilised the best in mono-media art, but brought all 
these other factors together. The diagram even looks the interface for video-editing software!



Laurence Olivier: Henry V 1944. “At last there had been brought to the screen, with such sweetness, 
vigor, insight and beauty that it seemed to have been written yesterday, a play by the greatest 
dramatic poet who ever lived. It had never been done before. For Laurence Olivier, 38 (who plays 
Henry and directed and produced the picture), the event meant new stature. For Shakespeare, it 
meant a new splendor in a new, vital medium. Exciting as was the artistic development of Laurence 
Olivier, last seen by U. S. cinema addicts in films like Rebecca and Wuthering Heights, for his pro-
duction of Henry V was even more exciting.” James Agee in Time Magazine, on the release of Henry V 
in the USA in 1946, quoted from Agee on Film (1967) - this was one of several reviews of Henry V 
that Agee wrote in the 1940s, so impressed was he with Olivier’s work.



György Kepes: The Language of Vision 1944 + Juliet’s Shadow Caged 1938. Kepes’ 1944 book is a 
timely re-introduction both to Modernism and to how we see and understand visual phenomena. It is 
a utopian call for artists and designers to use the extended palette of Modernism in order to ‘re-
shape our lives’ (this in the aftermath of WW2). Kepes had studied design and photography with 
Lazlo Moholy Nagy in Berlin and relocated with him to London in 1936, where he met his future wife 
Juliet Appleby (centre-right). The next year they both accompanied Moholy to the New Bauhaus in 
Chicago. He developed the field of visual studies, publishing The Langage of Vision in 1944. Three 
years after publication, Kepes founded the Centre for Advanced Visual Studies at MIT.



Chesley Bonestell: Saturn as seen from Mimas 1944. Bonestell had a multi-faceted career, in archi-
tectural design and visualisation, in illustration and in special effects matte-painting for films, 
but he is justly most famous for his brilliantly researched and painted ‘science-factual’ visuali-
sations of aspects of our Solar System. The set of ‘Saturn as seen from its Moons’ was published in 
Life Magazine in 1944 and made him world famous. He had a huge impact on my generation. Well before 
computer-graphics became the standard imaging tool for visualising aspects of the solar system, 
Bonestell, checking with the best astro-telescope sources, was imagining what it would be like if 
you were on Titan, Mimas or wherever. His work had an enormous influence on science fiction illustra-
tion, and became a staple resource in encyclopedias and books on space and the potential of space 
travel. Along with Frank Hampson’s (and later Frank Bellamy’s) colour illustrations for the Eagle 
Comic’s ‘Dan Dare’ strip this was the best you could get in this genre. Now of course we are all 
familiar with image-sequences transmitted from real inter-planetary expeditions - the Moon landings 
(from 1969), the NASA Mars Rover exploits (from 2004), the Rosetta comet-landing (2015) etc, but in 
the 1950s and early 1960s all we had was Chesley Bonestell, and we loved him for it. See Bonest-
ell’s official web-site and his book The Conquest of Space (1949).



Vannevar Bush: The Memex from As We May Think 1945. Bush was chief science advisor to President 
Roosevelt in WW2, and as such he had to examine thousands of proposals, inventions, papers, re-
ports, and condense all these for the US government. At the time Bush only had filing cabinets and 
card-index systems to help him sort and archive these documents. He dreamed of a filing system that 
would echo the way we actually think – that would replicate the sequence of associative ideas that 
we create in our minds.Immediately after the war, he himself wrote a paper, published in the in-
fluential Atlantic Monthly, entitled As We May Think. In this article he described an experimental 
memory-extension machine he had conceived, called the Memex. Memex could store records (files), our 
notations,  and ‘associations’ – the conceptual links with other documents that made them a valid 
expression and communication. This machine could scan documents, make copies of them on microfilm, 
archive them with an index number, and retrieve them on demand, either by browsing through the ar-
chive, by typing a keyword, or by clicking on a link from one archive document (record) to another. 
Not only that, but the user could add notes and links to other Memex records, and if needed, build 
an associative  trail of links connecting several or several dozen records together. He could then 
send this ‘trail’ of links to other Memex owners, so that they could follow the same logic, peruse 
the same evidence, the same diagrams, the same pictures. It was hypermedia - foreseen in 1945!



Arthur Fellig (WeeGee): Naked City 1945. This is a book collection of Weegee’s photographs taken 
while he was monitoring police radio messages in order to be first photographer at the crime-scene. 
These shots revealed the New York underworld as it hadn’t been seen since Jacob Riis had photo-
graphed Five Points and Hell’s Kitchen in the 1880s. Weegee’s remarkable photographs influenced 
later artists like Diane Arbus, and the film-maker Stanley Kubrick.



Arthur C. Clarke: Extra-Terretrial Relays: Can Rocket Stations Give World-wide Radio Coverage? 1945
In 1945, the scientist and science-fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke wrote a short piece for Wireless 
World entitled Peacetime Uses for V2, which predicted the use of ‘extra-terrestrial relays’ - or 
artificial satellites -and  included the following paragraph: “An `artificial satellite’ at the cor-
rect distance from the earth would make one revolution every 24 hours; i.e., it would remain sta-
tionary above the same spot and would be within optical range of nearly half the earth’s surface. 
Three repeater stations, 120 degrees apart in the correct orbit, could give television and micro-
wave coverage to the entire planet.” He added more detail to this proposal in his October 1945 
article (above), drawing a diagram of how just three satellite stations would ensure complete ra-
dio coverage of the globe. We now call these geosynchronous or geostationary satellites and we have 
calculated that they must be situated in orbit at 22,300 miles - at this height the satellite cir-
cles the Earth in 24 hours. In this visionary paper, Clarke intimates the future of satellite com-
munications, in telecoms (Telstar 1962), satellite television (Intelsat 1965)and satellite phones 
(Iridium LEO network 1998). In 1946 the US research agency Project Rand made their own satellite 
proposal. Of course, it was the USSR who launched the first (dumb) satellite, Sputnik, in 1957.



Norbert Weiner: Cybernetics 1948. “the science or study of control or regulation mechanisms in 
human and machine systems, including computers”. Weiner - pictured above with other founders of 
Cybernetics (l-r) Ross Ashby, Warren McCulloch, Grey Walter and Norbert Weiner. Along with a sec-
ond generation of pioneers (Gordon Pask, Stafford Beer, Jay Forrester, Heinz von Foerster) they 
formulated a system theory based upon how the brain and machines work. Cybernetics is a study of 
whole systems and the command, control and feedback mechanisms that ensure their homeostasis and 
their self-organisation.As such it is cybernetics that underpins the thinking behind networks, the 
internet, robotics, and much else that determines our 21st century culture. In 1994, the Wired 
founding editor, Kevin Kelly, brought cybernetics up-to-date for non-specialists in his book Out 
of Control - the New Biology of Machines, Social Systems, and the Economic World - a good intro.



Robert Graves: The White Goddess 1948. “This is prodigious, monstrous, stupefying, indescribable 
book; the outcome of vast reading and curious researches into strange territories of folk-lore, 
legend, religeon and magic.” So reads the blurb on the cover of Graves’ great treatise on Poetry 
and the ultimate muse of the Poet. Graves definition of true poetry: “The reason why the hairs stand 
on end, the eyes water, the throat is constructed, the skin crawls and a shiver runs down the spine 
when one writes or reads a true poem is that a true poem..is an invocation of the White Goddess, 
or Muse, the Mother of All Living, the ancient power of fright and lust - the female spider or the 
queen bee whose embrace is death.”



William Grey Walter: Tortoise & Turtle Autonomous Robot experiments 1949. Grey Walter was an Amer-
ican born English neurophysiologist who is famous for his invention of the first autonomous robots 
- small, motorised, sensor-equipped vehicles that could seek their own ‘food’ - the power-sources 
that could recharge their batteries. Because of the acrylic shell that protected these small ro-
bots, they were called tortoise or turtles, but were the basis for 20th century robotics research 
- a subset of cybernetics - the Tortoises proved that even a tiny number of ‘brain cells’ could 
exhibit complex behaviour...



Jean Cocteau: Orphee 1949. Cocteau, strapped for finance, had to use his ingenuity in making the 
special effects necessary to illustrate Orphee’s transition from the real to the mythopoetic world 
of the underground. Cocteau chooses the devices of the mirror, clever cutting, reverse-film, and a 
highly reflective basin of mercury. In this sequence we see Orphee approaching the mirror (or is 
it a pair of hands approaching Jean Marais, wearing the same rubber gloves? Also in this part of 
Orphee, we see Cocteau reversing the film so that Orphee’s rubber gloves seem to snap on instantly. 
These simple in-camera tricks are very impressive and disbelief-suspending.



Richard Feynman: Feynman (Particle-interaction) diagrams 1949. “Every popular explanation of parti-
cle physics is liberally illustrated with cartoon-like pictures of straight and wiggly lines rep-
resenting electrons, photons, and quarks, interacting with one another. These so-called Feynman 
diagrams were introduced by Richard Feynman in the Physical Review in 1949, and they quickly be-
came an essential tool for particle physicists. Early on, Feynman struggled to explain the meaning 
of the diagrams to his fellow physicists. But using them, he came up with easy answers to difficult 
problems in quantum mechanics and ultimately won a share of the Nobel Prize”. (archives of Physical 
Review Focus 24,3) His Nobel Prize was for his contribution to QED - Quantum-Electro-Dynamics...



Akira Kurasawa: Rashomon 1951. After its triumph at the Venice Film Festival in 1950, this multi-
award-winning feature film made Kurasawa internationally famous, and launched the then 30-year old 
Japanese film industry into the Western market. Rashomon tells the story of the murder of a samurai 
and the rape of his wife from several different, often contradictory perspectives, and this makes 
for a radically non-linear overall narrative, brilliantly played by Toshiro Mifune and Machiko Kyo, 
and photographed by the master cinematographer Kazuo Miyagawa. Kurasawa went on to make a series 
of films - and several masterpieces - after Rashomon. His Seven Samurai (1954) was reversioned for 
Western audiences as The Magnificent Seven, Yojimbo (1961) and my favourite, the epic Ran (1985). 
Based on the life of the Sengoku-era warlord Mori Motonari, has affinities with Shakespeare’s King 
Lear. Kurasawa is noted for his meticulous storyboarding; he made paintings of every scene in Ran.



Dylan Thomas: Under Milk Wood (BBC radio recording by Richard Burton) 1954. This is probably the 
most famous poetic radio-drama ever broadcast, and hugely popular as a book, a record and later 
in film and television versions. Dylan Thomas had a deep resonant voice, but it was the leading 
Welsh actor of the period - the world-famous Richard Burton (already by then a Hollywood star) who 
played the narrator/observer of Llareggub (‘Bugger-all’ backwards) and its picaresque inhabitants.



Karlheinz Stockhausen: Gesang der Junglinge (Song of Youth) 1955. To hear Stockhausen’s Gesang and 
Kontakte in the early 1960s - at the fearsome pinnacle of the Cold War - with its post-apocalyptic 
connotations - was spine-tingling, but there is a curiously strident  note of optimism punctuat-
ing  the Gesang - a note that married with the optimism of the classic era of science fiction in the 
1950s - Asimov, Clark, Heinlein, Vonnegut. Stockhausen was an underpinning avant garde influence 
throughout the 1960s and 1970s - on bands like Soft Machine, The Beatles and Pink Floyd as well as 
later Electro-rock acid-rock and synthpop groups like Kraftwerk...He made revolutionary scores too.



Richard Hamilton: Just what is it that makes Today’s Homes so Different, So Appealing? 1956. With 
this collage, Hamilton introduces Pop Art, at the This is Tomorrow exhibition at the Whitechapel.



Norman Mingo + Harvey Kurtzman: Alfred E. Neumann and MAD Magazine 1956. Neumann - MAD’s delight-
ful figurehead - was adopted in 1954, but formalised by illustrator Norman Mingo in 1956. An icono-
graph of Anarchy and Sick humour that’s lasted 60 years...



Morton Heilig: Sensorama 1957: A 3d motor-cycle simulator, complete with wind, exhaust smells, vi-
bration, stereo sound, over-the-handlebars first-person view of Brooklyn, NY. Cinematographer and 
Inventor, Heilig’s attempt to make Cinema a first-hand, immersive, interactive experience - a vir-
tual reality experience - with Sensorama, failed because of the cost of shooting content for it. 
Howard Rheingold rediscovered and reported on this ground-breaking innovation in his 1991 book 
Virtual Reality. Heilig, inspired by Fred Waller’s Cinerama (1950), wanted to push this further.



Jack Kerouac: On the Road 1957 - nearly a decade in publication, On the Road is the rite of passage 
of the Beat generation. Guided by Dean Moriarty (the real-life Neal Cassady) and using thinly dis-
guised pen portraits of his other Beat contemporaries (Ginsberg, Carolyn Cassady, Lucien Carr, Wil-
liam Burroughs et al), Kerouac makes his Odyssey across America, writing in his spontaneous style 
(‘bop-prosody’ - after Bebop jazz improvisation). This was the defining novel of the Beats, as Gins-
berg’s Howl (1957) and Ferlinghetti’s Pictures of the Gone World (1955) were defining poems...



Stan Vanderbeek: Science Friction 1957. Vanderbeek was a pioneer of the media arts, and is at the 
centre of the NY avant garde at this time with his films and his famous Movie Drome (1963)...



Al Hansen: Happenings + A Primer of Happenings and Time-Space Art 1959-1966.I bought Al Hansen’s 
book in 1967 at Better Books in London, as part of my student mission to compile an essay on the 
Gesamptkuntswerk - the composite or total art-work. The Happening was an interesting form that 
brought together actors, dramaticians, writers, artists, performers, anarchists, musicians, com-
posers, poets, dancers - it also involved a sophisticated use of scripts, chance events, audience 
participation and intermedia collaboration - in other words a kind of visceral and somatic pre-fig-
uring of much that characterises our 21st century media environment. Hansen (as you can see above 
left) was an early member of the Fluxus (flux = fluid change) avant garde art movement - a movement 
that attracted Yoko Ono, Jim Dine, Wolf Vostell, LaMonte Young, Nam June Paik, John Cage, Joseph 
Beuys, and many others, and that gravitated to a core Fluxus Manifesto written by George Maciunas 
in 1963. Hansen was a progenitor of Happenings, along with Alan Kaprow (who coined the term). The 
New Media Reader defines a happening as: “The term ‘Happening’ has been used to describe many per-
formances and events, organized by Allan Kaprow and others during the 1950s and 1960s, including a 
number of theatrical productions that were traditionally scripted and invited only limited audi-
ence interaction.” (Nick Montfort and Noah Wardrup-Fruin 2003). In my opinion, its real importance 
in this panoply of new media is that the Happening pre-figured in many ways the future online, 
digital, collaborative, scripted (coded), realtime world of today.



JCR Licklider: Man-Machine Symbiosis 1960. This paper by Licklider outlined the kind of comput-
er and network technologies that ARPA - the Advanced Research Projects Agency (set up in 1958 by 
Eisenhower in the face of the ‘threat’ of the USSR launch of Sputnik in 1957) was to focus upon. 
Licklider’s paper was seminal in pointing the direction of US research in human-computer inter-
action, wide-area networking and (eventually) personal computing. It led to ARPA acheivements by 
Douglas Engelbart (the Mouse, division of the screen into separately addressable partitions or 
‘windows’, word-processing, computer messaging (etc); 3d CAD software, and of course to ARPA’s ma-
jor acheivement - the interconnection of computers across the USA in ARPANET (1968)- the national 
network that in the early 70’s linked with the UK NPL network, French Cyclades network, and other 
US networks to create the Internet (1974).21st century cyborg hands by Shane Willis (nd)



Gene Roddenberry: Star Trek first pilot 1964. Roddenberry’s utopian pitch for a ‘Wagon Train to 
the stars’ actually quotes Frank Drake’s equation (1961) - a rough and ready calculation of the 
number of planets in our Galaxy that might spawn intelligent life (about 3 million worlds accord-
ing to Drake) - to illustrate the potential number of different stories that might be drawn upon 
by script-writers of such a series(!). The crew is multi-national, and multi-racial (in the face 
of an America in the early 1960s reeling from McCarthyist anti-Communism, anti-Semitism, Racism) 
so this must have been a tough pitch for Roddenberry. He writes eloquently about the development 
of the series in his 1968 book with Stephen Whitfield: The Making of Star Trek. Beaten only by the 
BBC’s Dr Who (1963) Star Trek is the second-longest-running scifi television series to date.



Jack Smith: Flaming Creatures 1963.Jack Smith’s revolutionary experimental film made him famous 
overnight, as his movie was declared obscene by the NY authorities. Smith broke completely with 
the American fundamentalist moral mainstream, filming his bi-sexual, trans-gender friends who in 
turn were interpreting Smith’s visions of gender freedom of expression and artistic liberation. 
Smith’s 43 minute film cost $300. Smith described it as “a comedy set in a haunted music studio.”



Stan Vanderbeek: Movie Drome (1963). Vastly prolific, Vanderbeek studied as an artist-architect 
at the famous Black Mountain College - with the likes of architect-visionary Buckminster Fuller 
(inventor of the geodesic dome), avant-garde composer John Cage, choreographer Merce Cunningham, 
and went on to develop his experimental films in the late 1950s and 1960s, working with Happenings 
artist Allan Kaprow, sculptor Claes Olderburg, and dancer Yvonne Rainier. He developed his Movie 
Drome using an inflatable dome, and filled its inner surface with projected films. This must have 
looked beautiful from the outside, as well as being truly immersive and multi-sensorial for those 
inside. I corresponded with Vanderbeek in the late 1960s, as part of the research for my graduate 
essay on the Gesamptkunstwerk and Composite Art Work - the evolution of ‘total art’ - multimedia, 
synaesthetic, immersive and interactive - and he was incredibly helpful, sending me tracts, mani-
festoes, poems. He went on to make some of the first computer-generated ‘poem-films’ with programmer 
Ken Knowlton: ‘Poemfield’ (1964), and became an influential counter culture film-maker...



William Seward Burroughs: Nova Express 1964 Ah the genius of it! - Nova Express is part of the 
Nova trilogy or ‘cut-up’ trilogy - three novels (also including The Soft Machine and The Ticket 
that Exploded) produced by using cut-ups and ‘fold-ins’ - techniques developed by Burroughs and 
Brion Gysin for aleatropic writing (Dick Higgins - ‘aleatropic methodology.’) - to introduce ele-
ments of chance and mysterious coincidence into texts. Nova Express has been called a social com-
mentary on cybernetics - the science of control and communication in man and machine: “The Nova 
Mob— Sammy the Butcher, Izzy the Push, The Subliminal Kid, and others — are viruses, “defined as 
the three-dimensional coordinate point of a controller.”... “which invade the human body and in 
the process produce language.” (Wikipedia), but it’s the searing impact of Burroughs writing that 
predominates. The science fiction editor Judith Merril compares it to:  “the surreality of certain 
dreams, or the intense fascination of a confusion of new impressions in real life.”



Malcolm X + Alex Haley: The Autobiography of Malcolm X 1964.Malcolm Little changed his religeon 
and his name after a spell in jail for a juvenile crime. He became the foremost spokesman for 
black America, evangelising the ‘Black Muslim’ preachings of Elijah Mohammed, and was defined by 
the right-wing American press as ‘the most dangerous man alive’. (To show just how vituperous 
the U.S. status quo was then - four years later Timothy Leary, the academic espouser of LSD and 
‘tune-in, turn-on and drop-out’ was on the FBI’s most wanted man list.) Malcolm X inspired many 
young black Americans. Spike Lee: ““The most important book I’ll ever read, it changed the way I 
thought, it changed the way I acted. It has given me courage I didn’t know I had inside me. I’m 
one of hundreds of thousands whose lives were changed for the better.”. What impacted upon me was 
the insight this book gave on a committed black evangelist - but mostly I was fascinated by a cou-
ple of chapters on his 1930s sub-cultural life in the ghettoes of Harlem and Chicago - they are 
written in the street vernacular of the time. And I realised - this is the common argot right now! 
Alex Haley is the writer of Roots (1976) - the story of an African slave, televised in 1977.



Andy Warhol: Inner and Outer Space 1965 A 16 mm film that shows Warhol star Edie Sedgewick appar-
entky conversing with her video alter-ego. This is notable as an early multi-screen presentation, 
predating the outpouring of multi-screen films during and immediately after Expo67 in Montreal 
(1967). The ability of the film-maker to use two or more channels of narrative/information to re-
late a story began with Abel Gance’s famous triple-screen panoramas in his Napoleon (1927), but 
Inner and Outer Space  was one of the earliest in the Sixties to explore this - at time it seems 
as if Edie is holding a dialogue with her ‘live’ video self. Recently film-maker Mike Figgis has 
revisited the use of multi-screen in his notable TimeCode (2000).



Ted Nelson: Hypertext 1965. Nelson not only created the idea of Hypertext (electronic links be-
tween networked documents - the basis of our World Wide Web), but visualised a whole worldwide 
franchisable hypertext system called Xanadu (from 1960, but not published to 1965). Nelson’s book 
Computer Lib/Dream Machines (1976) describes his early work. Along with Vannevar Bush, Douglas 
Engelbart and Alan Kay, Nelson was a core pioneer of modern computing.



Peter Watkins: The War Game 1965. This was a BBC commission for Watkins, following his highly re-
alistic and successful dramatised documentary-style treatment of Culloden (1964). Watkins finished 
film - about the military escalation of an invasion of Europe by the USSR, the actual nuclear at-
tack on England, and the immediate aftermath of the attack - was so horrifying that the BBC, prob-
ably under Government pressure, refused to broadcast the film. In the mid 1960s it was shown in 
private cinema and film clubs - I saw it in 1966 at a fleapit Edwardian cinema in Portsmouth. It 
revealed at once the complete nonsense of the nuclear war M.A.D.‘deterrence’ strategy widely sup-
ported and subscribed to by World Governments in both East and West, and the absurdity of the Civ-
il Defence ‘Protect and Survive’ campaign that pretended that many people could survive a nuclear 
war. The film was eventually broadcast in 1985. It is one of the most powerful documentaries ever.



Jeffrey Shaw: Emergence of Continuous Forms (1966). This was an installation/performance at Better 
Books, London (then one of the hippest book-shops) that explored the extension of the cinematic 
image into the public ‘viewer-space’, and the viewer’s interaction with these film images.Since the 
mid-1960s Shaw has been an inspirational contributor to the ‘expanded cinema’ and emerging inter-
active arts. See Jeffrey Shaw – a user’s manual. From Expanded Cinema to Virtual Reality (1997)



Joseph Weizenbaum: Eliza - the first chat-bot 1966. In the 1950s, Alan Turing, the inventor of 
digital computing theory and cryptanalyst, suggested the Turing Test as a way of determining the 
apparent intelligence of a computer program or robot. Weizenbaum invented the pseudo Rogerian psy-
choanalyst Eliza (actually a computer program) - the first chat-bot - that (sometimes!)appeared to 
be able to hold an intelligent conversation with a human user (Eliza speaks in UPPER CASE)...



Barry Miles + Tom McGrath: International Times (IT) 1966. After the 1966 success of The Inter-
national Poetry Incarnation at the Royal Albert Hall, Barry Miles set up the Indica Gallery and 
Bookstore, and with funding from Paul McCartney and others, established Britain’s first underground 
newspaper, The International Times, with playwright Tom McGrath as editor.Soon known just as IT, 
the newspaper coalesced Miles’ showbiz friends (McCartney, Jane and Peter Asher, Marianne Faithful 
etc) with fellow gallery owners and hipsters John Dunbar, John Hoppy Hopkins and others. IT was 
produced using the new cut-and-pasteup methods applicable for offset-litho printing - new media 
co-opted by the counter culture again - Richard Neville’s OZ magazine was the other main under-
ground organ, while Rolling Stone (Jan Wenner, 1967) became the core magazine in the USA.



Arthur Penn: Bonnie and Clyde 1967. Many critics regard this as the phase-shift movie that marked 
the emergence of the ‘New Hollywood’ - the period in the late 1960s and early 1970s during which 
new young, cineaste producers and directors aware of the European post-war cinema breakthroughs 
(neo-realism in Italy, ‘new wave’ (nouvelle vague) in France, ‘Kitchen Sink realism’ in the UK) 
began to make their own films for their own generation. Arthur Penn’s Bonnie and Clyde made an ex-
plosive impact with its gritty, rather gory realism, and like Godard’s A Bout de Souffle (1960) it 
was a tale of doomed young lovers - a highly glamourised version of the life and death of the real 
Clyde Barrow and Bonnie Parker who were killed by police in 1934 after a trail of murder and bank 
robberies in the Mid-West. The New Hollywood or Hollywood New Wave was also a product of the ef-
fect of live television coverage of the failed American colonial war in Vietnam - pictures of the 
My Lai massacre and other obscenities made old Hollywood films look completely out of touch.



Andre Bazin: What is Cinema? - (vols 1-4 from 1967. Bazin was one of most important film crit-
ics of the 20th century. He was co-founder of the notable film magazine Cahiers du cinéma (1951), 
and he argued for an approach to film-making that supported objective reality, and suggested that 
we should attempt ‘to do away with montage, and to transfer to the screen the continuum of real-
ity’ (Bazin 1967). (By this he meant that transitional narrative could be supported by long takes, 
deep-focus and ‘true continuity’ through mise-en-scene - rather than by special effects or montage 
editing. Bazin was also supportive of Truffaut’s Auteur Theory, publishing his article A Certain 
Tendency in French Cinema in Cahiers in 1954.



Alfred Yarbus: Eye Movements and Vision 1967. By the 1950s and 1960s the Russian scientist Alfred 
Yarbus had made us all aware of how human vision differed from the mechanical single-vanishing 
point perspective and split-second capture of the camera. Artists have always understood that the 
process of drawing is temporal – it involves exploring the subject by means of looking, carefully 
transcribing lines onto paper, assessing and correcting, and gradually constructing the drawing 
over time. Hockney calls this process eyeballing (careful visual study) and groping (working with 
the pencil to gradually evolve a satisfactory representation). The camera catches an image in a few 
seconds or a few thousands of a second. The artist constructs an image over a much longer period of 
time, as if aware of the saccadic eye-movements recorded by Yarbus. (David Hockney: Secret Knowl-
edge. 2001). So - the Cubists were right. The eye is not a camera nor is a photograph realism.



Josef Svoboda: Diapolykran - The Creation of the World at Expo67 1967. Expo67 in Montreal was a 
revelation for me of the possibilities that emerge from synthesising spatial collage with tempo-
ral montage - you could tell stories, present information, in totally new and non-linear, allusive, 
referential ways. I was well up for this - my degree show at Portsmouth Art College that year fea-
tured a multi-screen audio-visual installation affectionately called Krystal Klear in Warp Drive, 
and I went on to explore this synthesis of media at Hornsey Light-Sound Workshop in 1968. Svoboda’s 
and Christopher Chapman’s A Place to Stand were the a/v pieces that most impressed me, but Expo67 
had such a variety of experiments - in immersive works, interactive cinema - very inspiring!



Nigel Kneale (writer) + Michael Elliot: The Year of the Sex Olympics 1968. No, it’s not a sex 
romp. Its good scifi written by Nigel Kneale (The Quatermass series), and its a prescient glimpse 
of the future of television. The Year of the Sex Olympics is a game show like a raunchy Big Broth-
er, with a sardonic voting audience scoring participants upon their performance. This was pretty 
advanced even for the flower-power year of 1968, and (what is important) it was one of the first 
television programmes to attempt to visualise the future of television. Kneale’s vision was mod-
elled upon H.G. Well’s and on George Orwell (in the mid-1950s Kneale had adapted Nineteen Eighty-
Four for BBC) - a future where a small elite run the media, feeding the masses and keeping them 
docile with a hybrid of sport and pornography entertainment called SportSex and ArtSex - but in-
terest wanes, and the fictional TV exec Ugo Priest invents The Sex Olympics, in which couples 
are stranded on a bleak island, without any modern technology, and their attempts to survive are 
broadcast around the clock. Sound familiar? Leonard Rossiter stars - with a very young Brian Cox.



Ludwig von Bertalanffy: General System Theory 1968. In the 1940s, several of the underpinning 
theories of 21st century culture began to emerge. In the course of a few years we have the coeval 
coincidence of Signals Intelligence (Welchman 1943-44), Cybernetics (Weiner 1947), Game theory 
(von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern 1944), Communications theory (Shannon and Weaver 1948). Togeth-
er these theories, with the emerging technologies of digital computing, the invention of the tran-
sistor (Bardeen, Shockley, Brattain, 1947), and ideas for communications satellites (Clarke 1945, 
Project Rand 1946), are the foundations upon which modern new media would emerge in the last dec-
ade of the 20th century. In the 1960s, Bertalanffy’s contribution was an expansion of cybernetics 
into a general system theory: “General System Theory, therefore, is a general science of ‘whole-
ness’ - (1) There is a general tendency towards integration in the various sciences, natural and 
social - (2) Such integration seems to be centred in a general theory of systems -(3) Such theory 
may be an important means of aiming at exact theory in the nonphysical fields of science.- (4) De-
veloping unifying principles running ‘vertically’ through the universe of the individual sciences, 
this theory brings us nearer to the goal of the unity of science -(5) This can lead to a much-
needed integration in scientific education. (Bertalanffy: Aims of a General System Theory 1968).



Peter Brook: Tell Me Lies (film) 1968. Based on his own 1966 U.S./US anti-Vietnam war play, this is 
Brook’s personal cri de coeur against the iniquity of the Kennedy-Johnson-Nixon domino theory cum 
colonial war in Vietnam. It is titled after the famous poem by Adrian Mitchell To Whom it May Con-
cern (Tell Me Lies About Vietnam). And (joy of joys) I was standing in front of Adrian Mitchell at 
Dennis Gould’s 70th birthday party near Stroud (2010?) when he read Tell Me Lies about Iraqistan. 
He worked with Brook on U.S./US, and became a popular representative of ‘undergound’ poetry... 



Gordon Speedie Pask: Colloquy of Mobiles at Cybernetic Serendipity, ICA 1968. One of the great 
cyberneticists/artists of the 20th century, Pask was responsible for some key innovations in in-
teractive media and theory, including Musicolour (1953-56), Conversation Theory (1975), Thought-
Sticker (1976) and his famous Colloquy of Mobiles at Jascia Reichardt’s Cybernetic Serendipity 
exhibition (the first computer-art show in the UK), This installation featured mobiles (moving 
sculptures) that related to each other by light and sound, and to visitors moving around between 
them using mirrors and flashlights, triggering movements, sounds and reactions from the colloquy.



Stanley Kubrick: 2001 - A Space Odyssey 1968. At last! (we thought then) - a science fiction movie 
that was ‘serious’, brilliant, posing questions about man and the universe. On the cusp of land-
ing a man on the moon (NASA landed Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin on the moon the following year), 
Kubrick stuns everyone with his (and Arthur Clarke’s) vision of the immediate future, and the pos-
sibility of man becoming a child of the stars. This was a future that hadn’t quite got off the 
ground yet. Like The Whole Earth Catalog, 2001 focussed us on the little planet of life (in the 
known universe!), and offered the fictional possibility of a cosmic ‘watcher’ up there somewhere 
beyond Venus, making sure we evolved into a species that could potentially explore the universe...



Richard Neville (ed) + Felix Dennis (pub): OZ Magazine 1963-1969. With inspired editorial from 
Neville and his colleague Jim Anderson, bold entrepreneurial publishing by Felix Dennis and hal-
lucinatory art-direction by Martin Sharp, this offset-litho-printed-on-newsprint magazine, along 
with Barry Miles’ International Times, became the major rallying point for the 1960s ‘underground’ 
counter-culture. It was our social media - an organ that went with festivals, with marches, pro-
tests, gigs, the UFO club, light shows, flared crushed velvet, psychedelic kaftans, clashing-col-
oured paisley shirts, outragiously sexy minis and maxis and all the other exciting paraphernalia 
of the mid-to-late Sixties. Art-director Martin Sharp claimed that he wanted a magazine that the 
over-thirties would be unable to read/understand. He did this by overprinting in tonally-matched 
clashing colours - purple/orange, red/green, blue-orange (etc), using minuscule typefaces, montage 
of typesetting and photography and illustration - the images of covers and spreads above give some 
idea of the graphic revolution that OZ heralded. Felix Dennis went on to become a global publish-
er, Neville a writer, Sharp an applauded artist and designer, OZ a zeit-symbol of this period.



Doug Trumbull: Star-Gate Sequence from Stanley Kubrick: 2001 - A Space Odyssey 1968. Modern spe-
cial effects – certainly in my experience – really date from 1968 – the year that Stanley Ku-
brick’s 2001 A Space Odyssey was released. Of course, 2001 was made without any computer-generated 
imagery, but the aesthetics, the ‘visualisation of a near future that hadn’t quite got off the 
drawing board yet’ makes Kubrick one of those interesting artists who explored analogue prototypes 
of the digital (CGI) future that would be glimpsed a decade or so later –  in the late 1970s. Ku-
brick employed a 23 year old animator called Doug Trumbull to create some of the special effects 
he needed for 2001. The famous neo-abstract Star Gate Sequence is made using Trumbull’s invented 
Slit-Scan method. Slit-scan was a technique of gradually exposing film, one strip at a time while 
the camera and/or the background was moved in stages. Trumbull adopted the idea from panoramic 
cameras, and from the idea of the ‘photo-finish’ cameras invented for horse-racing. By building a 
motion-rostrum platform, Trumbull could shoot a strip of the 70 mm film, advance the camera, shoot 
another strip, - and so on - it’s a (relatively cheap) in-camera effect!



Peter Cook + Archigram: Instant City 1969. Inspired by Buckminster Fuller, Americana, Pop Art, 
high fashion and cybernetic high-tech, and Sant Elia’s theoretical visions,(etc), Archigram began 
publishing their magazine in 1961, and continued to operate through the next few decades (not al-
ways together) as inspirational visionaries for a whole generation of architects - including Rich-
ard Rogers. “Instant City is a mobile technological event that drifts into underdeveloped, drab 
towns via air (balloons) with provisional structures (performance spaces) in tow. The effect is a 
deliberate overstimulation to produce mass culture, with an embrace of advertising aesthetics...” 
(wikipedia). Archigram included Warren Chalk, Peter Cook, Dennis Crompton, Ron Herron, David 
Greene, and Mike Webb. They were supported by critic Rayner Banham and Theo Crosby of AD magazine.



Ted Codd: Relational Database 1969. Ted Codd’s idea for a relational database underpins so many 
aspects of 21st century life and business, that his contribution tends to be forgotten. Every 
bank, online shop, accounting business, catalogue-publisher, travel agent, ticket agency, archive-
manager, museum, large employer (etc, etc) uses a relational database based on Codd’s original 
paper for IBM in 1969. An Englishman working for IBM in California, like many pioneers Codd had 
a hard job selling the concept, and IBM only started producing relational databases after Larry 
Ellison had published his Oracle system. Codd’s 1969 paper begins: “Future users of large data 
banks must be protected from having to know how the data is organised in the machine”. Essential-
ly Codd’s relational model, based on a rows and columns model, made databases much easier to use. 
A couple of years later, Chamberlin and Boyce of IBM created the Structured Query Language (SQL) 
which became the standard query language for databases. Codd won the Turing Prize for his work.



Dennis Hopper (director) + Peter Fonda (producer): Easy Rider 1969. Fresh from their success with 
The Trip (Roger Corman 1967), Fonda and Hopper decide to make their own statement about the ex-
traordinary counter-cultural revolution taking place in the USA in the late 1960s. Mark Cousins: 
“Hopper, Fonda and (Jack) Nicholson ditched Corman to make one of the most famous, era-defining 
films of the late 1960s. Biker movies were nothing new but Easy Rider had its two protagonists, 
Fonda and Hopper, smuggle cocaine in their bikes before cocaine was a well-known drug. It showed 
the emotions experienced while tripping. Influenced by short avant garde films by the director Bruce 
Connor, the movie ends in tragedy - the two bikers are killed by conservative duck-hunters. Hopper, 
who wrote and directed and had long had one foot in the art world, turned the film into an encyclo-
pedia of modernist techniques. He uses 17mm lenses to photograph the trip sequences; taunted his 
fellow actor Fonda about the death of his mother to elicit candid emotions from him; moved from 
one scene to next by cutting to it, then back, then to it, then back again, before finally settling 
on it.” (Mark Cousins: The Story of Film 2004 p321)



Stewart Brand: Whole Earth Catalog 1968-1973. This was a 400-500 page tabloid-size mail-order cata-
log-cum-magazine of all things useful to the counter culture - from geodesic domes and how to make 
them to the best sources and books on almost any subject, the best tents, canoes, hunting knives, 
gliders, boots, oil-paints, sketchbooks -the spread above is typical, illustrating and describing 
the products. Importantly readers were encouraged to mail suggestions for inclusion in the Cata-
log, and to write-in with reviews/endorsements of products - so the catalog was like a prototype 
paper-version of the Web - some 20 years earlier. As for the name, Brand was really inspired by 
the first ‘whole earth’ photographs taken from the NASA ATS-3 satellite in 1967. He went on to help 
create the Whole Earth Lectronic Link (WELL)- a San Franscisco wide-area computer network...



Roman Kroitor: I-Max cinema 1970. The quest for audience immersion in the projected image is 
marked by a series of technical innovations: from Raoul Grimoin-Sanson’s Cineorama 1900, through 
Abel Gance’ partially 3-screen Napoleon (1927), through Fred Waller’s Cinerama (1950), 20th Cen-
tury Fox’s Cinemascope (1953), Morton Heilig’s Sensorama (1957) to Stan Vanderbeek’s Movie Dome 
(1963). Then the Expo67 multi-screen experiments at Montreal World’s Fair (1967) and the resulting 
determination by Kroitor, one of the Expo67 exhibitors, to build a truly immersive maximum expe-
rience (he called it iMax). Of course, since then we’ve had iMax 3d, 3d film, the Oculus Rift, as 
well as cineaste-performance clubs like Fabian Riggali’s Secret Cinema (2007).



Gene Youngblood: Expanded Cinema 1970. This was a phase-shift book. Youngblood summarises the ‘new 
media’ of expanded-cinema in a series of essays covering all the motion-picture-related avant 
garde developments of the previous twenty years - developments that presaged our digital age and 
explored some of the issues we are now familiar with - such as non-linear narratives, the emer-
gence of video, and computer graphics-animation; ‘the artist as design-scientist’; ‘The Earth as 
Software’; ‘Cybernetic Cinema and Computer Films’; ‘Cathode-Ray-Tube Videotronics’; ‘Intermedia 
Theatre’; ‘Holographic Cinema’, and much else that was either on the drawing board of the future 
of media, or in its wildly experimental phase. It is the first critical guide to the emerging au-
dio-visual media. It was prescient - and inspirational...



Oyvind Fahlstrom: World Politics Monopoly 1970. From the perspective of a neutral, the Swedish 
Fahlstrom brings a cool, incisive and avant garde eye to the Cold War – that ghastly period of the 
nuclear arms race, Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD), rabid anti-communism (etc) that dominated 
our youth in the 1960s. In the development of MAD, the think-tanks that built US cold-war policy 
(the RAND Corporation, the Hudson Institute) used von Neumann and Morgenstern’s Theory of Games 
to explore strategic decision-making. This philosophical investigation gave rise to concepts like 
zero-sum and non-zero sum games, the prisoner’s dilemma, and the idea of mutually assured destruc-
tion – a set of ideas satirised bleakly in Kubrick’s Dr Strangelove (1963). Here Fahlstrom takes 
the ever-popular Monopoly board game and casts it in the frightening equations of cold-war think-
ing. Fahlstrom was one the most important multi-media artists emerging in the 1960s. While in New 
York, he worked with Robert Rauschenberg and Billy Kluver in their Experiments in Art and Technol-
ogy events and happenings.He is one of the most important intermedia artists in the late C20th.



Tom Phillips: A Humument 1970. In the late Sixties the polymathic Phillips began to appropriate 
and transform books and their texts by painting upon each page, carefully leaving fragments of the 
original texts to reveal otherwise hidden connotations and sub-narratives. He called them altered 
books. This resulted in the publication in 1970 of his beautiful A Humument - an altered book of a 
forgotten 1892 novel by W.H. Mallock entitled A Human Document. I love these hand-painted and edit-
ed works, and am very interested in the correlation of Phillips work with the just emerging media-
technology of hypertext (Ted Nelson, 1963, Andries Van Dam: Hypertext Editing System 1967), and we 
included an illustration of Phillips’ work in Richard Oliver’s and my 1993 book Understanding Hy-
permedia. It is upon correlations and cross references like this that the zeitgeist is constructed.



Federico Faggin + Marcian (Ted) Hoff: Intel 4004 Microprocessor 1971. This was the first mass-
produced microprocessor (computer central-processing-unit on a chip), and it changed everything. 
It is the grandfather of all microprocessors - and all the devices powered by these tiny micro-
computers - all the games consoles, television sets, mobile devices, consumer white-goods, cars, 
airplanes, laptops, desktops, mini-mainframes, supercomputers - all these depend upon microproces-
sors - sometimes just one of them, sometimes two - sometimes hundreds. From being really expensive 
items computers became ‘cheap as chips’ - suddenly just $60 rather than a few hundred dollars. Ted 
Hoff came up with the idea and engineer Federico Faggin squeezed all the components onto a single 
chip. It made possible the 1st generation of game consoles, cheap calculators and micro-computers.



Victor Papanek: Design for the Real World 1971. This book had the same impact as Ernst Schumach-
er’s Small is Beautiful - A Study of Economics As if People Mattered (1973) - both books marked 
the emergence of a quest for alternatives to mindless mass consumerism. In Papanek’s case, his 
book was a plea for a more people-centered, needs-centred, ecologically responsible approach to 
product design. He opens his book saying: “There are professions more harmful than industrial de-
sign, but only a few of them.” and “... by creating whole species of permanent garbage to clutter 
up the landscape, and by choosing materials and processes that pollute the air we breath, design-
ers have become a dangerous breed.” It was books like this that sparked the Intermediate Technol-
ogy Group (now called Practical Action) and other designers more concerned with developing solar 
ovens, village pumps, cheap prosthetics - and recently inspired the quest to build ‘one laptop per 
child’ (Negroponte 2005)



Doug Trumbull: Silent Running 1972. Trumbull, fresh from his success as special effects supervi-
sor on 2001 - A Space Odyssey (Kubrick, 1968), gets to direct his own film, and produces a defini-
tive sci-fi response to the dawning realisation that our planet is a tiny blue marble floating in 
an immensity of space, and that we are rapidly fucking it up. Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth 
had been formed in this period. The Whole Earth Catalog had been evangelising the Green message, 
and Buckminster Fuller had pointed out that we all were, in effect, astronauts - crew-members of 
Spaceship Earth, and that we had better start looking after it. So Trumbull extrapolates on an 
idea soon to be explored scientifically (by Gerard K. O’Neil in Coevolution Quarterly 1974) - the 
possibility of space colonies containing complete ecospheres of life on Earth - sent off the rap-
idly polluting planet Earth into Space to conserve Life for ever. Bruce Dern is the pilot of one 
such space colony, assisted by tiny gardener robots (Huey, Dewey, and Louie), and all is bliss 
until the organisation financing the space colonies decides they are not profitable and orders their 
destruction. Dern’s response to this moral dilemma is the core of the movie. Brilliant film!



Gerard K. O’Neill: The High Frontier 1976. With a climate of planetary awakening to the issues of 
‘Limits to Growth’ (Club of Rome, 1970), environmental sustainability, over-population and global 
pollution, there were a number of significant cultural responses: not only the formation of activist 
Green international groups like Friends of the Earth (1969) and Greenpeace (1971),  Neil Young’s 
saraband for the human race After the Goldrush (1970), David Bowie’s Five Years from Ziggy Star-
dust (1972) - but also the scientific projection of the idea of human colonies in space - embod-
ied first of all in Gerard K. O’Neill’s 1976 book The High Frontier. O’Neill, armed with beautiful 
illustrations - visualisations of the interiors and exteriors of artificial gravity space colonies 
- describes the technical issues to do with building an off-planet ecosphere capable of sustain-
ing an entire miniature ecosystem, and effectively, carrying life off into space, perhaps with the 
idea of seeding another virgin planet somewhere. As you can sense, this kind of rationalisation of 
a potential solution to our planetary problems, while it offered some logical straws of techno-
utopian consolation, was fundamentally flawed (Chaos Theory imposes its own limitations). But to us 
techno-futurists The High Frontier was an adult Dan Dare - full of exciting ideas that were taken 
very seriously (and triggered ecosphere research that is ongoing as we prepare for manned expedi-
tions to Mars).



Tomohiro Nishikado: Space Invaders 1978. The videogames designer and developer Nishikado is famous 
for re-kick-starting the arcade video-game market, several years after Nolan Bushnell’s famous 
popularisation of the first arcade game Pong (1970). I was in London at this time, and the glorious 
RGB images - and noises! of space-invaders marching as it were inexorably down the screen, while 
the game-player desperately tried to diminish their numbers by shooting them - these machines were 
everywhere, first as stand-up arcade consoles, later as table-top cabinets. Nishikado already had 
several successful games behind him when he made Space Invaders (including Speed Race 1974, and 
Gun Fight 1975), but when he invented Space Invaders, the first shootem-up, he triggered a rapid-
ly developing industry, making names like Taito, Bally, Midway, familar in the video arcades that 
were rapidly supplementing and replacing the traditional games arcades with their often decades-
old analogue games, peep-shows, pinballs and slot-machines. Digital interaction was here to stay!



Jean Baudrillard: The Ecstasy of Communication 1978 + Chris Horrocks + Zoran Jevtic: Introducing 
Baudrillard p128 1999. Baudrillard has been called the ‘guru of post-Modernism’ - his essays map 
the new capitalism of consumerism: “Our private sphere has ceased to be the stage where the drama 
of the subject at odds with his objects and with his image is played out: we no longer exist as 
playwrights or actors but as terminals of multiple networks. Television is the most direct prefigu-
ration of this, and yet today one’s private living space is conceived of as a receiving and oper-
ating area, as a monitoring screen endowed with telematic power, that is to say, with the capacity 
to regulate everything by remote control. Including the work process, with the prospects of tele-
matic work performed at home, as well as consumption, play, social relations, leisure. One could 
conceive of simulating leisure or vacation situations in the same way that flight is simulated for 
pilots.” (Baudrillard: Ecstasy of Communication p23). Remember Baudrillard is writing this in 
1978! The Internet is only 5 years old, the WWW is a decade or so in the future. For 1978, this is 
a remarkably prescient analysis/forecast - even the hints at ‘reality TV’, let alone the telemat-
ics we enjoy with mobile apps, the telepresence of the Cloud, and the normality of tele-working.



Bruce Artwick: Microsoft Flight Simulator 1980-present. Artwick was the creator of the first con-
sumer flight-simulation software. Artwick had described a flight sim in his dissertation of 1975, 
then had worked for the Hughes Aircraft Company, and during this time realised that he could cre-
ate his own flight-sim. His flight-simulator was written first for the Apple II, then bought by Mi-
crosoft, and it has been released through Microsoft ever since. So the history of Artwick’s Flight 
Simulator is the history also of two factors - the speed of the microprocessors he was coding for, 
and a record of the realtime computer-graphics these machines could display. So its also a history 
of computer graphics and games. You can see from the central strip-timeline above that in 1980, 
there was just enough linear, bitmapped information on the screen to simulate flying a plane, but 
by the late 1980s, the graphics are catching up with military and commercial flight sims...



Françoise Mouly + Art Spiegelman: RAW comics magazine 1980. Mouly and Speigelman were married in 
1976, Françoise with a career in comics publishing behind her, Speigelman after the success of his 
underground comix, especially Maus - a tale of the holocaust related by a cartoon mouse (begun in 
1972), they jointly published RAW - a high-production-value graphic magazine that featured the 
best work in this field - including Speigelman’s serialisation of Maus, the work of Chris Ware and 
Kaz (Kazimieras Papuolenis) (his cover upper right). You can see that the cover art (Speigelman’s 
1986 cover upper left) of this period was right on the zeitgeist - the WHO CHICAGO? exhibition of 
the Hairy Who group of Canadian and North American artists (Jim Nutt, Karl Wirsum, H.C. Westermann 
etc) had a similar anarchic stance - and was touring the world in the early 1980s. A post-Pop sur-
realist freedom was finding its way into the mass media - largely due to serious comics like RAW, 
and Robert Crumb’s Wierdo. Alan Moore’s Watchmen was published in 1986. The 1980s was a decade of 
the revival of the comic as art-form, and the genesis of the graphic novel in its modern form and 
Mouly and Speigelman played a big part in this. Mouly was awarded the Légion d’Honneur in 2011.



Robert Hughes: The Shock of the New - Art and the Century of Change 1980. Erudite and charismat-
ic, Hughes personifies the critic-of-taste in the late 20th century. His Shock of the New was both 
a book and a highly successful BBC television-documentary series. It had a huge impact, and was 
as successful a television presentation as John Berger’s insightful Ways of Seeing (1972).The New 
York Times, reviewing The Shock of the New,  hailed Hughes as ‘the most famous art-critic in the 
world’. Mind you, there are significant gaps in Hughes’ definition of ‘New’ - hardly any of the new 
media (electronic/digital media) of the 20th Century are mentioned, let alone discussed. But for 
a splendid, opinionated and insightful introduction to the recent history of the traditional art 
media - painting, sculpture, architecture -  this provides an overview of Modernism and the effect 
of the ‘new’ on these arts. All the episodes of The Shock of the New are available on Youtube...



Alvin Toffler: Future Shock (1970) + The Third Wave (1980). Toffler is a Futurist - a discipline 
that emerged in the 1950s and 1960s as the rate of technological change accelerated after the 
War)- with technology forecasters like John McHale (of the Independent Group), and institutions 
like the Rand Corporation, The Hudson Institute (etc). Growing out of the Cold War mentality of 
these times, early forecasters had a very military-industrial perspective. Toffler began apply-
ing this kind of research to broader technological and cultural issues. and in 1970 introduced the 
idea that the rapidity of change in Western society was psychologically numbing - that we were all 
victims of this rapid change and suffering from what he dubbed ‘future shock’ (he also popularised 
the term ‘information overload’). The Third Wave, his sequel of a decade later, looks at the macro 
changes (or waves) from Agrarian society to Industrial and to the third wave of post-industrial or 
‘information society’ and makes several useful forecasts based on his analysis. Essential reading!



Benoit Mandelbrot: Fractal Geometry + The Mandelbrot Set 1980. Those of us involved in computer-
related media had seen pictures or films of the Mandelbrot Set running on a big IBM computer in 
the early 1980s, but after 1985, when personal computers became powerful enough to run the equa-
tion, you could demonstrate this intriguing fractal geometry to anyone, using your PC. The math-
ematician Gaston Julia had discovered these fractal equations in 1918. Fractal-visualisation de-
mands more computing power than was available in 1918, but Mandelbrot was working at IBM Research 
in the 1970s, and by 1980 had published his new description of the Julia Set, called this area of 
research ‘fractal geometry’ and had seen - live, on-screen - the incredible, awe-inspiring beauty 
of his Mandelbrot Set iterating its unending unfolding of detail in a continuous zoom, revealing a 
self-similar ‘fractal’ quality at every stage of iteration. Fractal geometry was soon used to cre-
ate highly realistic mountains, landscapes and forests in CGI, but its real beauty is that such a 
small equation can generate enormous complexity - just like a living thing.



Vernor Vinge: True Names 1981 + Marooned in Realtime 1986. Just three years after the first suc-
cessful realworld multi-user-domain (MUD - colloqually ‘multi-user-dungeon’) the Essex MUD (1978) 
by Richard Bartle, mathematician and sci-fi author Vinge writes True Names - a pre-cyberpunk sci-fi 
novella describing for the first time the online-computer-memory world we now know as ‘cyberspace’. 
Vinge also deals with the idea of trans-humanism (humanity after the technological singularity - 
after we have invented a superior artificial intelligence). The technological singularity (a concept 
expounded by Vinge in a 1993 NASA lecture), and further explored by Ray Kurzweil (The Singularity 
is Near, 2005). Vinge’s Marooned in Realtime explores Vinge’s idea of how to escape the singular-
ity. “Within thirty years, we will have the technological means to create superhuman intelligence. 
Shortly after, the human era will be ended.” (Vinge 1993). In the 1980s especially, sci-fi and cy-
berpunk novels (by Vinge, Gibson, Rucker, Sterling etc) closely echoed and explored real technolog-
ical developments - a very exciting period to be helping to invent the new media.



Richard Buckminster Fuller: Critical Path 1982. “Neither the great political and financial power 
structures of the world, nor the specialization-blinded professionals, nor the population in gen-
eral realize that sum-totally, the omni-engineering-integratable, invisible revolution in the met-
allurgical, chemical, and electronic arts now makes it possible to do so much more with ever fewer 
pounds and volumes of material, ergs of energy, and seconds of time per given technological func-
tion that it is now highly feasible to take care of everybody on Earth at a ‘higher standard of 
living than any have ever known.’ It no longer has to be you or me. Selfishness is unnecessary and 
henceforth unrationalizable as mandated by survival. War is obsolete . . . It is a matter of con-
verting the high technology from weaponry to livingry. The essence of livingry is human life ad-
vantaging and environmental controlling. With the highest aeronautical and engineering facilities 
of the world redirected from weaponry to livingry production, all humanity would have the option 
of becoming enduringly successful.” Richard Buckminster Fuller 1982



Laurie Anderson: O Superman (1980) + Big Science 1982. O Superman was a vinyl single - half-sung, 
half-spoken (including some vocoder electronic distortions), and it is remarkable because it was 
the first time that avant garde, counter-cultural performance art broke through into the mass mar-
ket (it reached No 2 in both US and UK pop-music charts). This is remarkable in itself, but Ander-
son’s stage and video performance was an elegant and understated mix of sci-fi, wonder,  - an eerie 
wistfulness about the late 20th century American human, a child-like cri-de-coeur in a world domi-
nated by alien forces (it was the Iran hostage incident that sparked this song), and electronic 
communications and petro-chemical ‘Big Science’ - the name of her album (12” vinyl LP) of the fol-
lowing year. She used a variety of stage techniques - the backlit silhoutte, the ghostly illumi-
nated mouth-piece, the vocoder distortions, all delivered with her unique brand-persona of New 
York cool (David Byrne of post-punk band Talking Heads was also wearing oversize white suits on 
stage at this time). For me, Anderson’s performance chimed with other pop-iterations - the Ameri-
can band Devo, (‘Devolution rather than evolution’) and the German synth-band Kraftwerk were per-
forming intellectual arty-pop pieces at this time - together they sing of the zeitgeist.



April Greiman: Autobiographical poster for Design Quarterly 1987. In print this is virtually life-
size - a 2x6 foot (c2 metres x 60 mm), designed on her Macintosh computer (with a screen size of 
around 7”x5” (18mmx12.5mm) and output on a printer that took a maximum quarto (slightly smaller 
than A4) sheet. She printed it all on separate sheets of bond paper then glued them together to 
make the large poster. It is reproduced in her book Hybrid Imagery (1990) where she describes her 
philosophy of design, adopting and absorbing new image-making technologies and relishing their po-
tential for the graphic designer. She studied under designer Wolfgang Weingart, and her willingness 
to adopt new media made her an evangelist of digital graphic design, influencing Malcolm Garrett in 
the design of my books for Phaidon - Understanding Hypermedia and The Cyberspace Lexicon 1993-4.



Will Wright: Sim City 1989. Back in the late 1950s, the computer pioneer Jay Forrester (who de-
signed the core-memory system for the Whirlwind - the first real-time computer) produced some de-
tailed research into how people used their cities. He called this branch of System Dynamics ‘Urban 
Dynamics’ - and the algorithms and data-types he used to model (simulate) a city-scape and its use, 
provided essential data in understanding traffic-flow, people’s commuting patterns, pedestrian flow 
and much else of vital importance to urban planning. A couple of decades later, Will Wright the 
computer-games designer drew inspiration from Forrester’s Urban Dynamics in the design of his game 
for Maxis he called SimCity. This was a single-player ‘game’ - actually a simulation of a city. You 
played the Mayor of the city and had to provide for adequate employment, recreation, healthcare, 
urban transport (etc, etc). I you failed in this, the population of SimCity - the Sims - would 
strike, riot or downright revolt against your rule. Will Wright’s genius in developing this game - 
most others at that time were shootem-ups of one sort or another - was in creating this new genre 
-  akin to the God Game, where the player is participating in the running of a complex system - a 
city, a football team, an F1 race (etc). Peter Molyneux introduced his Populous (the first God Game) 
the same year as Sim City. Wright has gone on to become a leading games designer.



Tim Berners Lee: World-Wide-Web WWW proposal 1989. How wonderful, Berners-Lee gets a ‘vague but 
exciting’ comment from his line-manager at CERN in response to his information-management proposal 
- a proposal that in 1990 became known as WWW, was given free to the world, and by 1995, had become 
the main means by which people communicated online. The WWW is software running on the internet and 
it allows hyper-links to be made between any html document stored on any networked computer. 



Cornelia Parker: Cold Dark Matter: An Exploded View 1991 Cornelia Parker is an installation art-
ists and sculptor. My favourite work of hers is this Cold Dark Matter piece. “Cold Dark Matter: An 
Exploded View (1991, London, Tate) is the restored three-dimensional volume of a garden shed ex-
ploded by the British Army at the request of the artist. The surviving fragments, suspended from 
the ceiling and lit by a single bulb, create a dramatic effect and cast shadows on the gallery’s 
walls.” (Tate Gallery). It is a remarkable fusion of ideas from ultra-high-speed (stroboscopic) 
photography and the suspended animation of a living thing, caught in full, explosive vigour then 
frozen, dissected, put together again like a museum exhibit... Her 1996 graphic suite Pornographic 
Drawings are literally Rorschach blots reassembled from porn video tapes...



Nancy Burson: The New Face of America 1993 + Warhead aka Big Brother 1983. In the early 1980s, 
working with MIT engineers Richard Carling and David Kramlich, Nancy Burson pioneered the develop-
ment of the digital tools she needed to create her composite portraits (this is a decade or so be-
fore Photoshop). For example Warhead/Big Brother is a composite made up of portraits of the world 
leaders of Nuclear nations, each represented in exact ratio to the number of nuclear weapons they 
possessed - so its 55% Reagan, 45% Breshnev, and less than 1% of Thatcher, Mitterand and Deng.
Her New Face of America (above left) is a synthesis of portraits of the mixed racial types that 
will constitute the American population in the 1990s. Burson has also developed digital schema for 
‘ageing’ the images of missing persons to visualise how they look based on age. Burson’s work has 
its conceptual roots in Victorian multi-composite portraiture such as the 1887 Twelve Boston Phy-
sicians and Their Composite Portrait by H.P. Bowditch,and the composites of Francis Galton (1877).



Steve Jarret (ed): Edge Magazine (from 1993). “The Future is Almost Here” - The first games maga-
zine-as-design-object, Edge had an insatiable thirst for glimpses of the future of interactive me-
dia/gaming. In the early 1990s I had to have Edge. Alongside the US Wired and Mondo2000 (when you 
could get it) it was the definitive techno-futurist’s journal. It’s first editor was Steve Jarret, 
working with art-director Matthew Williams, and under their guidance Edge flourished. Sparkling 
for its classy design and quality of print, its choice of content and its willingness to survey 
the broader field of communications and interactive media as well, of course, as offering detailed 
coverage of the latest consoles and gaming interface technologies (see upper left - head-mounted 
display-visors in 1993!), it soared above the run-of-the-mill PC-Gamer-style titles. This is what 
I most liked about Edge - it synthesised design, technology, insightful journalism, and tech-fore-
casting into a must-have design object that every budding hypermedia designer needed in the early 
1990s.



Stelarc (Stelios Arcadiou): Involuntary Body/Third Hand 1994. The notion of man-machine symbiosis 
has pervaded 20th century modernity, from Raoul Hausmann’s Spirit of Our Time (1921), to Cynthea 
Brazeal’s experiments with her Kismet empathic robots (from 1999), to the courageous Stelarc, who 
is currently Professor of Arts at Brunel University. Stelarc explores the increasing technologies 
that extend the human being beyond our normal compass, using his own body to demonstrate cyborgian 
limb extensions and cybernetic controls - even allowing other internet users to control parts of 
his body telematically. Indeed Stelarc has set something of a precedent in using his own body in 
this way. Although many performance artists integrate performance and body-art (eg Carolee Schnee-
man Eye-Body 1963), Stelarc submits to surgical procedures, implants, grafts and sensors to create 
his art. Kevin Warwick, the Reading University Professor of Cybernetics, is using similar tech-
niques and claims to be the world’s first cyborg (see Warwick: I, Cyborg 2002). These symbiotic 
experiments are themselves counterpoints to the rapid developments in Robotics in the last 3 dec-
ades, developments explored as early as the 1960s (Philip K. Dick: Do Androids Dream of Electric 
Sheep? 1968 - filmed as Blade Runner by Ridley Scott 1982). See Hans Moravec: Robot (1999), Igor 
Alexander: How to Build A Mind (2000). Artists and Scientists alike explore this rich territory.



Louis Rosotto + Jane Metcalfe: Wired Magazine 1993. When this first appeared in UK news-agents (I 
had to go to Oxford Street to get a US import copy), Wired was a visionary compilation of features 
relevant to the new technologies (the WWW was still a whisper, second generation games consoles 
just emerging, tools like Photoshop, Premiere and Hypercard still newsy), and to the social chang-
es triggered by technology. But most of all it was a futurist-utopian journal, dedicated to ex-
ploring the potential of new media. Inspired by the utopian visions of Stewart Brand (Whole Earth 
Catalog 1968,and WELL network 1985)and co-founding editor Kevin Kelly (Out of Control 1994) and 
fellow members of the Global Business Network. This techno-utopian vision emerged out of the col-
laborative, communitarian, shared-science, open access visions of Informatics pioneers H.G. Wells 
(World Brain 1938) and Paul Otlet (the Mundunaeum 1934). This ‘network utopianism’ was at the core 
of Cybernetics (see Gordon Pask: Microman 1982, Jacques Vallee The Network Revolution 1982), and 
the inspiration behind tools like Bill Atkinson’s Hypercard (1986) and Berners Lee’s World Wide 
Web (1990), the Open-Source Software movement (from 1985), and Jimmy Wales’ Wikipedia (2001).



Bob Cotton + Richard Oliver: Understanding Hypermedia 1993. We were pleased with this - the first 
popular book on the new media. It was designed by leading graphic designer Malcolm Garrett, and we 
wrote a beginners guide to the phenomenal developments that were just emerging from nerd-dom.



Dick Higgins: Intermedia chart 1995.A poet, composer and printer, Higgins studied under John Cage 
at the New School for Social Research, meeting Al Hansen, Alan Kaprow (inventors of Happenings) 
and was an early associate of the Fluxus group. He founded Something Else Press in 1963, and pub-
lished his own collection of works Postface/Jefferson’s Birthday in 1964.



Aki Maita (above right) + Akihiro Yokoi: Tamagotchi 1996. Artificial life was still on the drawing 
board (as it were), when Aki Maita and Akihiro Yokoi made it into a multi-million dollar industry 
virtually overnight in the mid-Nineties. Suddenly tamagotchi were everywhere. Combining artificial 
life (AL) simulation-software, tiny LCD screens, and wearable digital ‘jewellery’, tamagotchi were 
virtual pets that you carried around on your wearable - remembering to feed and water - and ‘cud-
dle’ them occasionally. Up to 2010, over 70 million tamagotchi digital wearable toys were sold. 
Yokoi was working with Bandai (the major Japanese toy-makers) developing hand-held toys. Influenced 
by the fish-tank simulations (widely popular as screen-savers on PCs in the early 1990s), he wanted 
to combine his own love of pets, and the empathy engendered by this care, into a new product - and 
tamagotchi was it. “What makes the Tamagochi unique is that if you don’t take care of your pet, 
they die. For me, when I am raising my own pet, I often think they are adorable, but that only 
counts for 20 percent of time, for the rest of the time I do feel troublesome looking after them. 
However, the time you spent, the effort you put into your pet turn(s) into love, which is the most 
important part in the process. I realized this is a “must have” element in a virtual pet game. 
Death was never a good thing to put into the spec back in the old days, but by adding this into the 
gameplay, Tamagochi is one step closer to reality.” (Akihiro Yokoi at SantaCruz.com)



Janet Murray: Hamlet on the Holodeck - The Future of Narrative in Cyberspace 1997. Murray is an 
interaction design professor at MIT, and in the 1990s she had the brilliant idea, inspired by the 
holographic theatre in the StarTrek television series (-from 1964, but the holodeck appeared from 
1987), of deconstructing the sci-fi holodeck, and of working-out how far we were from being able to 
build a holographic theatre in the real world. So Hamlet on the Holodeck considers all the issues 
involved in creating a cybernetic, immersive 3-d virtual theatre - issues of interactive narrative, 
semi-intelligent software agents, issues of agency - how much we can impact on a virtual world 
without disrupting the authorial narrative; issues of transformation - of morphing characters, 
shape-shifters and other semi-mythological components. Those of us working in interactive media and 
games at this time found Hamlet on the Holodeck immensely valuable - mainly because it was rooted 
in practical computer-science and dramatic arts rather than just from a theoretical perspective.



Hayao Miyazake: Princess Mononoke 1997. Like other great Anime directors, Miyazake began in the 
comics (manga) - writing and illustrating these sometimes massive pictorial narratives. He began 
working as an animator in the early 1960s, directed his first anime in 1976 (The Castle of Caglios-
tro), and founded his own studio (Studio Ghibli) in 1986, with Laputa - Castle in the Sky as the 
first film release. Princess Mononoke has a fine ecological-spiritual edge, and profoundly strikes the 
poetic zeitgeist of our time, with great beauty, visualisations of great evil, and truly terrifying 
sequences, satisfying Robert Graves’ description of true poetry - ‘that it makes your hair stand on 
end, shivers run down your spine’ - “ A true poem is necessarily an invocation of the White God-
dess, or Muse, the Mother of All Living, the ancient power of fright and lust - the female spider 
or queen-bee whose embrace is death” Miyazake summons this meta-Muse brilliantly.



Larry Page + Sergey Brin: Google Search Engine (beta)1998.By a singular creative insight, Stanford 
University students Page and Brin realised that the most important websites (perhaps the most au-
thoritative) would have the most links in and out to other relevant pages on the WWW. Their search 
engine optimised the crawler-search results based upon this importance-ranking. Google quickly re-
placed existing search engines (like Yahoo and Alta Vista) to become the search-engine of choice. 
The name Google is an allusion to Googol - a mathematical term for a 1 followed by 100 zeros - and 
the number of bits of information that their search engine would be addressing. Page and Brin pitch 
for investment to turn this idea into a business - they attract $100,000 investment from Andy Bech-
tolsheim - the co-founder of Sun Microsystems (makers of powerful top-end workstations creators of 
Java scripting language). That same year (1998) PC Magazine reviews Google, rates it as the best 
search engine and says that Google: “has an uncanny knack for returning extremely relevant re-
sults”. By 2014 the company was valued at $17.4 billion - almost a Googol number itself!



Hans Moravec: Robot Mere Machine to Transcendent Mind (1998) + Mind Cildren - The Future of Robot 
and Human Intelligence (1988). If you want to get inspired about robotics and machine minds - and 
their ultimate potential in the universe - read these books. Moravec, along with mathematician and 
sci-fi author Vernor Vinge and AI expert Ray Kurzweil, is one of the main evangelisers of the idea 
of a technological singularity - that a phase-shift change for humans will occur when we build a 
machine capable of learning (self-modification) and in turn designing a machine that is an improve-
ment on itself. Such singularity has been predicted to occur in the next few decades (Kurzweil 
- around 2045, Vinge - before 2030). It’s important because such an event would of course herald 
and kick-start an intelligence explosion. Moravec describes the possible evolution of these ultra-
intelligent machines (he calls them Exes (ex-humans): “The Ex wavefront of coarse physical trans-
formation will be overtaken by a faster wave of subtle cyberspace conversion, the whole becoming 
finally a bubble of Mind expanding at near light-speed.” resulting in: “Thus, in an ultimate cyber-
space, the physical 1045 bits of a single human body could contain the efficiently coded biospheres 
of ... a thousand galaxies.” (Moravec: Robot (1998) pp 165-167)- Mind would become universe...



Bob Cotton + Richard Oliver + Malcolm Garrett: Understanding Hypermedia 2.000 (1998): You Aint Seen 
Nothing Yet (2000). By the end of the 20th century, it was obvious that we were not talking about 
a possible future, but about the present. It was clear that the interactive multimedia, networked 
future was actually happening, and that all the stuff we had been evangelising for the previous 
20 years was here and here NOW. That it was different to how we imagined is not surprising, just 
slightly disappointing. In our communitarian, open-source, coopetition-based visions, largely ex-
trapolated from the founding web/net visionaries (Paul Otlet, H.G. Wells, Vannevar Bush, Ted Nel-
son, Richard Stallmsan, Berners Lee, Alan Kay etc), we had downplayed what now seems inevitable: 
that this great tool (the broadband internet/web, linking all the information, all the art, all the 
science, all the experts, all the rest of us (etc) in the world, was going to be rapidly commodi-
fied the same as everything else in our inevitably globalising free market capitalist culture. Of 
course, other aspects of the new media were accelerating far faster than we thought, and were still 
in their experimental, pre-commodified forms: consider Robotics, Social Media, Sensor-based instal-
lation and Performance Art,Software Agents, Human-Computer Interface developments, etc etc....



Cynthea Brazeal: Kismet the Affective Robot 1999. Cynthea Brazeal is associate professor of Media 
Arts and Sciences at MIT. She is a pioneer of social robotics – the investigation of how to make 
a robot capable of responding to social intercourse with humans with some of the signature facial 
expressions that mirror the ‘human qualities’ of social exchange, understanding, and empathy. Kis-
met was an early illustration of Brazeal’s doctoral thesis – on Affective Robotics – at MIT AI Lab 
from 1999.“Kismet is an expressive robotic creature with perceptual and motor modalities tailored 
to natural human communication channels.” 



The Wachowskis: The Matrix 1999. In many ways The Matrix mapped out the new ‘virtual cinematogra-
phy’ – the intricate compositing of live-action + motion-capture + CGI, freeing the camera both in 
space and time. John Gaeta - the special effects director, coined ‘virtual cinemtography’ to de-
scribe the breakthrough innovations in this film - the seamless integration of HD live-action, com-
puter-generated imagery (CGI), wire-fu motion-capture techniques, bullet-time, (etc). It all adds 
up to another step in the evolution of what I am calling the ‘total cinema’ or ‘cinema of totality’ 
- an expanded cinema (derived from Lazlo Moholy Nagy’s ‘Theatre of Totality’) that will appeal on 
all levels, cinematographic, immersive, interactive, somatic, multimedia, personal. That this form 
is currently emerging/evolving in the form of the blockbuster that is 70-80%, maybe 100% CGI,does 
not mean that Total Cinema will only ever be blockbusters, but maybe we are approaching that other 
aim of Moholy Nagy - to create a theatre/cinema that dispenses with human actors, that dispenses 
with cinema itself, that is immersive in a way as only Oculus Rift or similar VR/AR headsets offer.



Neil Stephenson: Snow Crash (1996) + Cryptonomicon (2000). From post-cyberpunk elegant and feasible  
descriptions of an alternative ‘cyber-world’ (think Second Life -2003) in Snow Crash to the defini-
tive novel to kick-start the new millenium. Cryptonomicon is an adventure story spanning WW2 and 
the 1990s and of course its about cryptanalysis (code-breaking), and the business of coding data-
banks and burgeoning entrepreneurialism in the dot-com boom. And both novels are brilliant analy-
ses of the torrent of web/net developments in the last half-decade of the 20th century. Stephenson 
has gone on to ever-greater heights (see his Baroque Cycle - 2003-2004 - 8 books in three volumes!. 
I was writing Futurecasting Digital Media (2002) at this time, and included the important role of 
sci-fi fiction in technology forecasting - its a superset of scenario-writing.



Jimmy Wales + Larry Sanger: Wikipedia 2001. Wikipedia is very important for several reasons: It is 
the first massively popular online encyclopedia; it contains over 35 million articles/entries; it 
is made and maintained by its users (with the help of a few editors and technicians); it incor-
porates tools for making realtime additions and corrections (the ‘wiki’ bit); it is universally 
available in 288 different languages, and it is free! Wales and Sanger had worked together on a 
previous attempt to make Nupedia - an online encyclopedia written by experts. It was Wales idea to 
make wikipedia collaborative, with user self-edited articles. It was Sanger’s idea to make it a 
wiki - a realtime editable web-document. In many ways Wikipedia is the realisation of dreams of a 
global encyclopedia that emerged in the work of Paul Otlet and H.G. Wells in the 1930s...



Alexander Sokhurov: Russian Ark 2002 (Tilman Büttner steadicam). This is an historical drama, and 
is remarkable because it is a single 96-minutes take, the longest (continuous, unedited) shot 
in film history. Staged in the Winter Palace of the Hermitage in St Petersburg, Cameraman Tilman 
Büttner used a steadicam to create the shot (pictured right). The meticulous planning to coordi-
nate the mise en scene and activities of 200 actors, 3 full orchestras, costume and set designs for 
over 33 rooms through 3 centuries of Russian history.Shot in high-definition video on a Sony HDW 
F900 system, with  digital data recorded uncompressed onto a portable hard-drive, which could store 
around 100 minutes of data. That the film works brilliantly  - both as a technical accomplishment - 
and an aesthetic one - the rapt viewer caught in seamless time-travel, exploring the recent history 
of Russia in wide-screen HD - is amazing. Sukhurov had only 3 days in which to rehearse and shoot 
the meticulously planned movie (the Hermitage was closed briefly for the shoot). Tilman made two at-
tempts to make the 96-minute seamless shot, failing on the first. The critic Roger Ebert wrote that 
the seamless take meant that “Russian Ark spins a daydream made of centuries”. Who needs montage?



Stephen Spielberg: Minority Report 2002 Another hyper-cool Philip K Dick novella brought to the 
screen. It’s set in the near future (2054) and Spielberg hired leading designers in various fields 
to create the ‘just futuristic’ sets, props, etc - and importantly, the immersive, multi-touch ges-
tural computer interface shown above. The results are brilliant - and disturbing (eye-recognition 
systems help target personalised advertising at the main protagonist (played by Tom Cruise) wher-
ever he goes, rendering a saccharine, closeted environment thats a glimpse of unfettered capitalism 
and terminal consumerism. It grossed $358 million, on a cost of $142 million, with good reviews too



Peter Burnell + Bob Cotton + BBC: Crisis Command - Could You Run the Country? 2004. Bunny and I 
worked on this between about 1998-2004, developing the conconcept, working with emergency-response 
companies, making pilots, pitching the idea to the BBC. We originally wanted a realtime interac-
tive simulation based upon dramatically reconstructed disasters, but with the BBC this turned into 
an interesting ‘role-playing interactive drama documentary which was based on realistic scenarios 
and dramatised situations that Britain could face one day’. Bunny’s un-realised idea for an en-
tertainment that could take live news feeds and construct dynamic simulations around them was an 
early televisual kind of ‘news-gaming’, but would have need some serious super-computing power to 
actually run. David Gelernter had surveyed the likelihood of ‘mirror worlds’ in his book of the 
same name (1991), and we were thinking of the kind of processing power it takes to simulate the 
weather forecast, or to model the pre-Galactic expansionary universe (lots!). Crisis Command was 
great fun. It grew out of an extensive emergency response system we had developed for BP Explora-
tion (MERMIS 1995)- a several-hundred thousand dollar project that involved laserdisc-mapping the 
entire world at 1:50,000. Peter Burnell was an interesting genius, imbued with big visions of what 
interactive media might become, undaunted by technical difficulties (he once accepted a commission 
from Samuelson to design a 15 min 9-screen video-wall presentation, with absolutely no idea how to 
set about it - but he delivered it within two weeks). He died in 2005.



Richard Linklater: A Scanner Darkly 2006. This sci-fi feature, based on a story by Philip K. Dick 
(the writer behind Blade Runner (1982), Total Recall (1990), The Adjustment Bureau (2011), Minority 
Report (2002) etc) was shot digitally as live action, then processed in post using Rotoshop - semi-
automatic interpolating rotoscoping software written by Bob Sabiston. Rotoscoping was invented in 
1917 by the animator Dave Fleischer, it is a way of back-projecting a film onto a translucent glass 
light-box, so the photographic images can be traced onto an animation cel. Rotoshop speeds this 
process digitally. The effect in Scanner Darkly is to produce an eerie half-way house between live-
action and animation, allowing the director great freedom in animating the dreams and visions expe-
rienced by the lead protagonist, played by Keanu Reeves.



Jean-Luc Courcoult (Royale de Luxe): The Sultan’s Elephant and the Little Girl (London 2006).This 
was the most amazing street theatre I had ever seen, giant animatronics, wonderfully coordinated 
group-puppetry, great music, enormous scale of vision, and a location-based narrative that moved 
between several dramatic locations in a stately and eye-popping spectacle. I especially liked the 
way the giant puppets were controlled - each limb and part of limb seemed to be controlled by indi-
vidual human puppeteers, sychnronised by two-way radio, with hidden deisel engines to provide the 
servo-power. The story is emotionally engaging, the scale immersive, the results brilliant!



AES+F: The Last Riot (The Liminal Space Trilogy) 2007. I saw this at the Venice Biennale in 2007 
- it was projected in three-screen panorama with an immersive Wagnerian-themed sound-track, jerky 
scratch-video pans, sharp consumerist photography, and high resolution computer animations synthe-
sising a world half real half sci-fi, half allegorical, half metaphysical, wholly gripping in its 
unfinished narratives and half-glimpsed meanings. AES+F is a Russian collective comprising Tatiana 
Arzamasova, Lev Evsovich, Evgeny Svyatsky and Vladimir Fridkes. What I especially like about their 
work is its diversity of subject matter, the fusion of high consumerist photography reminiscent of 
Olivero Toscani’s work for Benetton, high resolution CGI modelling animated in simple iterative 
loops and repeats guaranteed to keep you fixated, great sound fx and musical accompaniments, and 
the wrap-around immersive, panoramic projection space. The whole work - and the virtual, synthetic 
world it conjures seems as complete and disbelief suspending - and immersive - as a good novel. 
You can tell I’m a great fan of their work.



Daniel Crooks: Static No12 (Seek Stillness in Motion) 2009-2010 (short video sequences). Inspired 
by Cubism, Hockney, and other multi-perspective, holistic paradigms of vision, Crooks uses digital 
video tools to explore how we see. His self-portraits (above and top) are more directly Cubist-
influenced, with a nod to David Hockney’s Joiner collages (also inspired by the Cubists), but his 
Static No12 (and the series it is from) really push the paradigm - in this case, extending through 
time and space a tai-chi dancers relationship to his own internal meditative space and the time-
less fluidity of his body moving in this hyperspace between dance, video and sculptural expression. 
Crook’s works echo the strange superpositions achieved through slit-scan imaging systems - like 
those cameras used to make ‘photo-finishes’ at horse races - and like the optical effects slit-scan 
technique developed by Doug Trumbull for the Star-Gate sequence in Kubrick’s 2001 A Space Odyssey 
(1968). Recently, Crooks in his Real Imaginary Objects shows at Ars Electronica has been producing 
3d-printed pieces based on these video composites...



Chris Milk + Aaron Koblin: The Wilderness Downtown 2010. In this multi-window, realtime, customis-
able ‘film’ package, where the narrative is driven by music, Milk and the Google team led by Aar-
on Koblin, create a showpiece ‘interactive movie’ that combines generic components composited in 
real-time with personalised live Google Earth and Streetview feeds. Very powerful – because it is 
customisable to the individual user/viewer. Commissioned by Google as a launch demo for the Chrome 
Browser, this works incredibly well, because with only a small amount of customisation (you have 
to enter the street address/post-code where you grew up) it is actually enough to somehow per-
sonalise ‘Downtown’ for you - it gives a strong emotional charge. It also works very well because 
Milk (an experienced music-video director) drives the narrative by linking it to a music track: 
Arcade Fire’s We Used to Wait (2010). But it works best because Koblin and his team integrate sev-
eral realtime components - the Google StreetView fly-bys tailored to your address, realtime comput-
er-graphics of birds flocking (etc), and they exploit the multi-window/inter-window synchronisation 
of HTML 5 - the latest version of the web’s coding language. See also the sophisticated National 
Film Board of Canada documentary by Leanne Allison and Jeremy Mendes: Bear71 (2012)...



Jonas Akerlund + Lady Gaga + Beyonce: Telephone 2010. In this promo-video for her song Telephone, 
Gaga and Akerlund lean heavily on tropes from Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction, orchestrated in 
a short film story and syncopated by Gaga and Beyonce’s brilliant performance. A ‘pure pop for 
now people’ production (the descriptor comes from Davie Robinson’s Stiff Records button-badge of 
c1978), Telephone is a hymn to B movies, Noir film, pulp crime magazines and Captain America pop 
art. When promos got started as marketing devices for music CDs (in the 1980s), the average budget 
for a top-of-the-range 3-4 min video was £5000, nowadays it’s double that, but Gaga’s Telephone 
video was reportedly $30k-$40k. This is still peanuts compared with the seven million dollars that 
Michael Jackson spent on Scream (in 1995). However, this is an ambitious video, written by Gaga and 
Akerlund and directed by him, it is refreshingly free of moral restraint, with lots of partial nu-
dity, a plot that seems to condone mass murder, and an altogether pulp fiction kind of story, set in 
prison, on the road, in drive-in diners, with pop-art/surrealist costume and production design....



David Hockney 9- and 18-screen Wolds multi-screen video 2011.Hockney has always been interested 
in exploring perception, and his long-term interest in Cubism (Picasso and Braque 1907) as a 20th 
century tool for exploring how we perceive the real world, emerges again in his multi-screen vid-
eos and multi-panel paintings and iPad sketches of the 2010s. Mounting a grid frame on a Land Rov-
er, holding 9 video cameras, each with different aperture and focus setting, Hockney drives this 
through the Yorkshire Wolds, recording the seasonal changes of his home countryside...



Leanne Allison: Bear 71 interactive (web) documentary 2012. This was a large-scale surveillance-
based project funded by the National Film Board of Canada. It’s subject is a Grizzly bear living 
in Banff National Park. This bear had a position-sensor mounted in a collar attached to it from 
age 3 years old, and Bear 71 was tracked over the following years as it was caught on the Trail 
Cameras mounted throughout the park. These archival materials were used by Allison to create a 
highly innovative web-documentary (web-doc) she called Bear 71. The innovations here include the 
user’s ability to scroll around an interactive map of Banff park, accessing archive video recorded 
at various points, and tracking the Bear number 71 through its life-span. Users can also see other 
users via webcam. I love this new mix of web technologies (especially the new coding opportunities 
created by HTML 5.0), multi-window video, live-social-media links, and the map-based geographical 
information systems that we are familiar with via Google Earth and Maps. The researchers leading 
these developments in the UK are Judith Aston of UWE and Sandra Gaudenzi of London College of Com-
munications, University of the Arts, London. See Gaudenzi’s i-docs website...



Ninian Doff + Graham Coxon: What’ll it Take to Make You People Dance? 2012. This promo-video is 
important for the reason that it is an early and successful example of crowd-sourced video.Coxon 
posted a sound-track of this single on the web and asked people to send in selfie-videos of their 
steps to the song. These were edited and composited by Doff in a kind of video-cubism that both 
fits the song and seems totally in tune with the zeit-geist in our splintered, fragmented, heavily 
mediated 21st century. This was produced just a year or so after David Hockney had exhibited his 
9- and 18-screen Wolds at the Royal Academy (2010), and the multiple perspectives he had used were 
here fragmented still further into sometimes splinter-size video artefacts - just like a motion-
enabled Cubist painting by Picasso or Braque from a whole century earlier. Chris Milk’s The Wil-
derness Downtown (2010), also relates a narrative through multiple-windows and fragmented perspec-
tives. The great music, the collaborative content collection, the use of web and social media to 
collect and distribute the video, and the way in which Ninian Doff edited and composited the con-
tent, made this film stand out in a welter of low-budget web videos around this time, as wannabes 
and professionals searched for eye-ball candy with which to viralise their videos.



Ken Schafer: FrameForge 3d Studio Previz Software (from 2012). How about this: a desktop film-making 
visualisation software package that combines the facility of storyboarding with 3d lighting camera 
controls, set-design/costume-design tools, camera set-ups, animatics production (etc etc) - all the 
tools you need to pre-visualise (Pre-Viz) an entire movie! OK, so the picture-resolution and model-
ling is still a bit clumsy (like early Smith Micro’s Poser - from 1995), but PreViz has a huge po-
tential beyond what is available right now. It is not inconceivable that PreViz in a few years time 
will contain complete data maps of actors and even stars - licensed from an agent who provides a 
complete persolaity-construct data-set - full-body 3d scans, mocap (motion-capture)sets, voice and 
video maps (visemes, facial characteristics etc etc. We will really start to make ‘desktop’ films... 



Patrick Hughes: Venice Volumes 2013 (reverspective constructions from 1964).The non-perspective 
rectangles apparently ‘in the distance’ are in fact the apex of his constructions, creating a mas-
sive disjunction or cognitive dissonance between what our eyes are telling us, and what our brain 
is telling us. Hughes has always been interested in this kind of cognitive dialectic, and in 1975 
he published Vicious circles and infinity: A panoply of paradoxes with George Brecht. His recommend-
ed book for Chelsea Arts Club members in the 1990s was Douglas Hofstadter’s Godel, Escher and Bach 
-  An Eternal Golden Braid (1979) - a fascinating book that among other related subjects, tackled 
the core issues of how our brains - with their billions of individual neurons - can create a seam-
less, unified world-view. These painted-3-dimensional Reverspective constructions are indeed a cog-
nitive shock - still images that appear to move as you sidle past them, astonished at their impact.
There are some useful videos of Hughes’ work on Youtube if you can’t get to see the real thing.



Alex Poulson + Appshaker: Dinosaur Island, Walking with Dinosaurs AR app. 2013. With a mobile load-
ed with this app you can walk the Jurassic coastline of the Isle of Wight, and get some idea of the  
creatures who inhabited this place in the Jurassic era (100-140 million years ago). The app picks 
up data from the boulder-shaped information points dotted along the coastal paths. This is an exam-
ple of how augmented reality can be used to educate and entertain, by superimposing computer-gener-
ated 3d animations over familiar scenes, as imaged through a smart-phone camera.



Lev Manovich: Software Takes Command 2013. From the publication of his first major book on digital 
media (The Language of New Media 2000), Manovich is an important voice helping shape how we think 
about software and its ever-broadening effect on our lives, and every aspect of our culture.



Nonny de la Peña: Project Syria - Immersive Journalism VR 2014. De la Peña is a pioneer in a hybrid 
genre that is being described both as interactive documentary and as immersive journalism. Essen-
tially she uses Unity - a real-time game-engine - to create in full 3d, with archive footage, some 
extra 3d modelling and animation, a reconstruction of an aspect of news, so that viewers not only 
get to immersively experience the event (through an Oculus Rift VR visor), but get to explore its 
context too. Project Syria focusses on a bombing incident in Aleppo, Syria. It was commissioned 
by the World Economic Forum (Davos) to more thoroughly engage world leaders in the issues of the 
Syrian civil war and insurgency. The idea that VR (virtual-reality) could be used to explore news 
events is a radical one, and de la Peña has described this as immersive journalism. With the in-
troduction of low cost 3d panoramic scanners (like the Stereolabs Zed 3d camera, and the Occipital 
Structure 3d scanner - both of which attach to smart-phones), and of course tools like the iPad and 
iPhone, which are multimedia capture devices with imaging, video, audio-recording, journalism is 
benefitting from a radical wave of innovation. In the UK this sector is explored by researcher San-
dra Gaudenzi at idocs.org, and in the annual i-docs conference at UWE, Bristol.



Bjork + Andrew Thomas Huang (dir): Black Lake + Family - Moving Album Cover 2015. Two pieces that 
were part of her major retrospective at NY MOMA, demonstrate the broad multimedia talents of Bjork, 
and the film-making expertise of Andrew Thomas Huang. I’ve always loved Bjork’s willingness to step 
outside the confines of conventional pop-promos (see Chris Cunningham’s Bjork - All is Full of Love 
robot-rich video from 1999), and the ultra panoramic-widescreen 10-minute Black Lake is heavy with 
the mythological black-pumice volcanic landscape of her native Iceland, replete with psychedelic 
lava-flows, while Family - Moving Album Cover (a 360-degree immersive VR video at MOMA)has Bjork 
symbolically emerging/merging from the Icelandic landscape and her symbiotic rebirth. This theme of  
humans and their art and culture being a product of their environment - and nowhere is as conducive 
to mythopoetics than Iceland - perhaps the Thule of the Dark Ages - resonates. In videos (such as 
Lion Song) from this concept-album Vulnicura Huang and Bjork reiterate these mythological themes, 
interpreted with costumes that fuse gothic Norse Saga with rites of passage, star-child symbolism.
Bjork and her collaborators are creating the aural-visual-immersive mythologies of the 21st century


